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As introductory to

the matter which forms the body

this publication, and which appeared

originally

a.

of

part in The

Pioneer, a California monthly, published at San Francisdo,

Herald, we feel

F.
_it

and edited by

C.

Ewer, and

a.

part in the New-York

to be not inappropriate to review, brieﬂy,

the phases, philosophy, and moral of “modern spiritual
ism.”

This phenomenal development, originating in its

ﬁrst tangible
Rochester,

form with the Fox and Fish families, at

N. Y., not more than four or ﬁve years

ago, has

already won votaries, and made lunatics in every section

of the Union, and like many other delusions, long since
far beyond the boundaries

country and continent that gave

it

perished, has passed

birth.

those who think such delusions unworthy
notice.

If
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they were submitted

We

of the

are not

of

of refutation or

only, and appealed only

to men .and women. of sound reason and reﬂection, we
might leave these delusions to die the speedy natural death
to which they would surely be doomed.

But they are,

S

PREFATORY.

unfortunately for the peace

of the world, in this

of newspapers and

age

of the

publications, scat
tered broadcast, and brought to bear upon thousands of
universality

cheap

weak, disordered minds, which, attracted by their novelty
and mystery, abandon

all old faiths, and bow to the new

idols with the devotion that distinguishes changelings and
fanatics.

of all modern religious delu

sions, has culminated most rapidly, spread most widely,
and, we must confess, gained most notable adherents dur

ing the same period

of time.

already numbers more than

Its leaders claim that it

a million believers; it

organized itself, established presses

has

for the publication of

books, magazines, tracts, and newspapers;

it boasts

a spe

cial literature, interspersed with and fortiﬁed by all the

of the past; it has called scientiﬁc men to inves

and learned and pious men to combat

mounted the pulpit,

it;

it

tigate

it,

ghostology

has

entered the concert-room, tried its

hand at the drama, and on every hand inspired, seriously

or for “the fun of the thing,” circles, in which the ghosts
to re-visit the earth, teaching

that

of the lifethat

is,

of the dead—from Adam’s time to om's—have been made
is

and the life

to come; or rather pretending to reveal those things

which God has wisely ordered that man shall not know,
save

by imagination, hope, and faith.

But the rapidity with which this delusion has spread
has not surprised us.

religious zeal, this age

With all its intelligence and pure
is
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“Modern spiritualism,”

peculiarly an age of speculation,

9
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diverse creeds, skepticism, and disbelief in religious faith
that demands, as the good old faiths

of our fathers did,
It is

humiliation or mortiﬁcation of the ﬂesh;

an age, also,

abundant, to an unparalleled extent, in men who would be
“prophets,

priests, and kings,” or sect-founders of some

sort, rather than apply their idle hands and addled brains
to any humble, practical

good work.

The materialistic
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spirit of the age, wanting some religion, seized upon this
new “spiritual” development, as most realizing the mate
rialist’s idea

of God and

the spiritual

world.

It divided
it

as

of Heaven,

as

the spiritual domain between God and man, making

easy for the latter to penetrate the secrets
for the former to hold cognizance
Besides,

of

the things

of

it transposed God, or rather inverted him,

man could examine and sit in judgment

earth.

so that

on the Supreme

Being, as well as the Supreme Being on Man—and gave
to God a character and attributes just about such as the
materialist desires

;

God, nearly always, being only an inﬁ

nite reﬂection of the “medium’s” normal opinions and faith.

And still further, it so materialized the spiritual that the
grossest realist could

see the

angel, or the

grandmother,” and be satisﬁed.
cause

“ghost of his

And thus it “took,” be

it dragged heaven down to earth in palpable form, and

men and women rushed into its sensually fascinating em
brace.

All

the odds and ends

political world looked to

it

of

the religious, social, and

as a new excitement, on the

of which, by skillful management, they might ride to
Anchored to
place, proﬁt, or importance of some kind.
tide

1*

PnEFA'rORY.

10

nothing

else,

dropt

or

out from all other

cast

circles, they rushed or were .drawn

useful

naturally into the

“modern spiritualism” speculation.
Here was room for prophets and priests, with no need
of anointing or consecration;

for the dogma or delusion

which holds that all religious revelation is alike divine
ration, and that the rant and imbecility

of whatever “

me

of “Moses

A. Jackson Davis’s “Nature’s

the prophets”—that

Divine Revelations” is good as the Bible, and Davis him
self as much a God-chosen seer as Elisha; or Harris, with
his rambling, amatory

“Epics,”

as God-inspired

as

David

or Isaiah—such a delusion knows and cares for no author
ity but the impulse of its votaries, and has no standard of
truth or morality, but such as is derived from its “me
diums”—each

medium having peculiar crotchets

and morality of his own.

As

of faith

set forth in the parable, in the

Word of God, when Dives asked that Lazarus might be
sent back to earth to warn the

living, the reply was: “They

have Moses and the prophets;
neither would they believe
dead.”

if

they believe not these,

though one arose from

the

But “modern spiritualism” ignores Moses and

the prophets, and the whole

Bible, as circumstance or con

venience requires.
But, with all its momentary success—with its long list
extraordinary

converts, this spiritualism

and

as baseless

in

of ex-judges, ex-senators, ex-priests, and other eccentric
‘is
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dium” is as much from God as the utterance
and

inspi—

truth, as the thousand and one lesser delusions that have,

PREFATORY.
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from time to time, through the entire history of the human

of mankind, and, living their brief

race, excited fractions

day, died out and been forgotten, save as a matter of cu

In our own age, “Mormonism” has sprung

rious record.

of

forth as one
even,

these

developments—more

triumphant;

than “spiritualism,” in that it has taken concrete

form, and canonized its prophet, placing him and his reve
affairs; and also in that its follow

spiritual and temporal

ers are a unit in their faith, and have founded a powerful,
isolate community, already clamoring
in‘

and a political power

Christendom.

to become a State

“Modern spiritual

ism” believes not in Mormonism, nor the latter in the for
mer, yet the basis

of

one

is

as good as that

of the other,

and both are utterly bad, as outraging Scripture revelation,
sound reason, and common sense.

The ambitious craft of

Mohammed was ﬁred and tempered by

a

far nobler inspira

tion, and was consequently crowned with far mightier re
sults.

Any

one who

investigate the history

will take the time and trouble to

of religious delusions, will ﬁnd re

cord in every age of something parallel, in fanaticism, pre
tension, and absurdity, to the spiritualism

of truth in the matter

the basis

through

as the human mind

of religion— whether

ignorance or skepticism—society

astonished,

and

religion”-ists.

unsettled from

is

Just in proportion

of our day.
is
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lation high above his sect, making them authoritative in all

distracted,

amused by. turns at the antics of “new

But in contemplating

“modern spiritual

ism,” standing apart from the delusion, one ﬁnds more

1

2

PREFATORY.

.

cause for indignation and sorrow than

amusement.

Indiguation at the designing dupers, and sor

It is

row for the ignorant dupes.
leading multitudes

pelled

a sad picture, indeed, to

charlatans, in such an age as this,

see moral and religious

say nothing

for astonishment or

to a wreck

of all substantial faith, to

of thousands driven to lunatic asylums or im
The serious question arises, is there

to suicide.

in such a system of imposture.

It

ble, practical results’.l

What have been its visi

has relaxed among its followers,

or beaten down altogether, the bonds of preservative

stronger lust—for that which, for

earthly gratiﬁcation, absolves the marriage tie,

is

is,

for whoever inspires

the casting of? of the legal wife

a

itual-wife-ism; that

thy the name

so

Individual sovereignty, free-love-ism, spir

cial morality.

not wor

of love, or passion even,—sundered families,

cal fruits

And what

of “modern spiritualism.”

is

and wrecked individuality—these are some of the practi
its

the

little good

spark

of reason

or

all borrowed from the Scriptures.
utters has no effect for good, but

is

Yet

sense,

coherent, and has

is
it is

common

it it

In just so far as

a

revelation as regards God, man, and the spiritual world?

lost in the mass of blasphemy and absurdity which consti
tute the bulk and genius

of

ning men and women drive
to the delusion.

the new religion.
a

’

It
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aught that is tolerable, or entitled to a moment’s respect,

A

few cun

proﬁtable trade by pandering

enables them to print and sell books,

to their own monetary advantage; to successfully set up as
doctors

and doctresses, whether they

kill or cure; to

PREFATOBY.
open

“

13

.

paying” circles, where the curious and credulous

are ﬁlched

of their money, and often of their reason; it

gives notoriety to men and women, who, failing to ﬁgure
to their hearts’ desire in any other sphere, mount up on
“
spiritual” wings into the eye of the community.

We

have watched the operations, studied the so-called

philosophy, witnessed the “manifestations,” and, for experi
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ment’s sake, consulted the most notable “ mediums”——hav

ing had access to “choice” circles at our pleasure—of the

“modern spiritualists,”

and every experience and reﬂec

tion has only the more convinced us
ness

of the utter worthless

of their whole pretensions and teachings—nay, more,

of their arrant wickedness and immorality.

Judge Ed

monds’s story, furnished by himself to the public press,
the spirits

of

of those who were lost in the steamer Arctic

coming to him from the spiritual

world for information

and advice touching that world, would
con
have inspired
tempt for such a bare-faced presumption of the public’s
utter credulity, had not a feeling
such a position

of pity that

one holding

in society could become so inﬂuenced by a

delusion as to evidently have lost his logical senses, risen
up and plead for him.

“Poor man!

The intelligent public well said:

he is on the high road to idiocy

or madness.”

Some laughed at the mingled blasphemy and absurdity
the

Judge’s revelation, but the judicious

of

only grieved.

Yet Judge Edmonds is the oracle and high-priest of “mod
ern spiritualism.”

He

has furnished to the

world two 0c

tavos claiming to have been dictated from the spirit-world

14

PREFA'I‘ORY.

by the gh0sts of Lord Bacon, and others erst equally nota

It

ble on earth.

is not necessary for us to say that Lord

Bacon, Franklin, and all the intellectual

spirit-communi

cllnts fall inﬁnitely short in their spirit-world talk, of the

It

excellence and good sense they uttered while on earth.

is characteristic of the “ spiritual” literature, that it is a
“ weak,
washy, everlasting ﬂood”—mainly of fantasies and

Judge Edmonds is deferred to, and looked up

nonsense.

more than any half-dozen other spiritualist

His word is

leaders combined.

accepted as gospel

mass of believers in the delusion.

by the

Yet, in this matter, his}

His
word has been proved worthless, utterly worthless.
testimony, claimed by him to have been inspired from the
spirit-world, and deliberately

published, has been invali

dated in the most decided manner.

And

not be false always’.z

if

If false

it not

the whole

or'sect may be a fallacy?

.set

once, may he

of Judge Ed
testimony of

the testimony

monds fails, is

a fair inference that the

It

is a remark

able fact, that, with all their revelations, thewhole frater

nity of

‘9

mediums

”

combined are not capable

of directly

answering, correctly,any three of the simplest consecutive
questions that could be put to them in the form they chal
lenge—mentally

or in enveloped writing.

On all such prac

they fail.

Or

rare chance, they do not fail, it'

of lucky guess-work.

I

In the body of this publication will be found
case in which

a

the result

by

is

involving absolute knowledge and mentality,
a

tical tests,

if,
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to, perhaps

remarkable

Judge Edmonds’s spiritual prevision was put

PREFATORY.
on

trial, and found wanting.

15

In so far as the Judge revealed,

it was only a concurrent revelation, but it weighs against

of

him perhaps more strongly than would the disproval
one

of his own original revelations.

Mr. Ewer, editor

of The Pioneer—alluded to at the beginning of these re
marks—and

a gentleman

being moved by

a.

of no little intellectual ability,

literary and fanciful—some

may say
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mischievous inspiration, sat down in his sanctum in San

of August, 1854, and
manner bf Edgar A. Poe, in some of

Francisco, sometime in the month
very much after the

his weird sketches, composed a most remarkable

experience—startling

spiritual

and thrilling as a narrative far be

yond any “real” experience that we have read or heard
in the history of “ modern spiritualism.”

Mr. Ewer

of

had

to do with spirit, then with “ﬂesh and blood,” and then
again with spirit; the spirit in the second instance being
that

of the aforesaid “ﬂesh and blood”—named

on earth

“John F. Lane”—which had given up the ghost in the
mean time. It is a marvellous story—none the less so for
being a ﬁction—as the reader

will ﬁnd.

Well, when Mr.

Ewer had fully conjured this fanciful “spiritual” expe

“The Eventful Nights of August 20th and
It
published it in his magazine, The Pioneer.

rience, entitled,
21st,” he

was an adroit and plausible conception, and not difﬁcult to
be swallowed
a number
reached

of

by any devout spiritualist.
The Pioneer,

Judge Edmonds

containing

In due time
the experience,

through the mails, and he was

greatly exercised thereby—so

much so, that he copied

Mr.

'

ranrnronr.

H3

Ewcr’s revelation in his (Edmonds’s) magazine, The Sa
cred Circle, then published in -New-York, and wrote to

Mr. Ewer, stating that hehad thus copied, and adding that
(Edmonds) had had several interviews with

he

ﬁctitious) hero of
upon

Mr. Ewer wrote to

exposé

the

(defunct
Lane.”
There

“John F.

New-York Herald, giving an

of the manner in which Judge Edmonds

had been

duped by him, (Ewer,) or rather, showing that the Judge’s
“
pretended visions, like all the other pretensions of mod
were worthless of belief.

The truth

is,

ern spiritualism,”

John F. Lane, (except in Mr.
of course, no. John F. Lane’s ghost.

there was no

Ewer’s fancy,) and,

The public laughed prodigiously

at Judge Edmonds’s

pre

dicament, which made him ﬂounder into the newspapers,
There

various interesting correspondence

“
appended to the Experience,” and

a

and pitiable.

letter

of request for

publication of the whole matter preceding it—addressed to

Mr. Ewer by

of

number

San Francisco.

the most eminent citizens

We have thought—not

of

only on account

of the strong evidence this case furnishes of the fallibility,
fallacy, and falsehood

of

modern spiritualistic pretensions,

but also for the exceedingly interesting intrinsic character
not be unattractive, nor without good inﬂuence issued in
more

permanent

form.

Hence

might'prefatorily have entered into
and

serious argument

this publication.

a

of Mr.'Ewer’s “Experience,” that the matter entire would

a

“

is

where, at every turn, he only made his case more ludicrous

a
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narrative,

the

the

\Ve

much more extended

against “spiritualism,”

the

daily

0
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of which accumulates evidence of its gross
imposture, its immorality as a system of faith

development
ness as an

and practice, and its wickedness as a machinery
hands

of the designing, to delude, corrupt, and

in the
use the

But we have

weak-minded, ignorant, and superstitious.
preferred rather to glance at the monstrosity

in a general
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way, leaving its elaborate discussion and its exposure in
detail, to the caustic and powerful pens of Professor Mahan
and others, who have

ﬂayed and scariﬁed

that are before the public.

of the “Eventful
spent

it in volumes

We feel certain that no reader

Nights” will regret the money or time

in the perusal, or

will rise from

the reading

with a

more favorable impression of the.“ modern spiritualism”
delusion.
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013‘

AUGUST

I

20TH

AND

2181‘.

task,--here in the silence of
this room,-—to which I feel impelled by a combination of
circumstances, such as 'I believe never surrounded mortal
AM about to undertake a

man before.

I

am hurried to its accomplishment, to the
my mind, from certain strange intelligence,

unburdening of
not only on account

of

an express order, which

I

have

received, the nature and Particulars of which will more
fully appear below, but because I feel that I can only
relieve [my mind from its insufferable weight by laying
before the public the occurrences of the last two nights.
I am in a house on McAllister street, between Hyde
and

Larkin.

The room in which

I

am seated contains

little furniture, save a poor bed, a large pine table, one of
smaller dimensions, and a chair.
The paper I write on—
this is the second night Ihave been here—I was compelled
to bring with me, together with the pen, ink, and candle.
At every whisper of the breeze, as it sighs among the
bushes outside, I shudder and look around me, where lies

run nvnnrrm. NIGHTS, are.

20
the body

of a man whom I knew not until yesterday—yet

to whom

I

by a spell such as I never experi
And yet I know that all is over and quiet
enced before.
now. The hush of silent death is in this room; and I can
distinctly hear my own breathing and that of a little child
——she tells me her name is Jane—who is sitting on a box
feel bound
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at the foot of the bed, and who, although young, is just old
enough to realize that she is stricken by an awful calamity,
and yet knows not whether the more to be amazed or
At times she will come to my side, and the tears
grieved.
will rise into her eyes; but at a word from me, she will
them, return to the dead body of her parent, and
there gaze into the cold, still face, silently and with a
check

She, too, has
mingled expression of awe and uncertainty.
been a witness of the events of the past forty-eight hours,

and now that she is at last left alone, she clings to me
instinctively for protection—she knows not from what, nor
why.
her,

May God give me health and strength to support
and guide her in the uncertain ways of the dark

future.

_

She had just stolen quietly to me, put her little arms
about my neck, and said :

“What are you writing, sir'! Come with me. I am
Come with me to father and make him
very lonesome.
talk.”

I

kissed her upon her fair white forehead, and said :
“Hush, child! Father will not speak to us any more
You shall go with me to-morrow, and we’ll
to-night.
take father with us.”

I

led her back to her seat, and turned quickly, for the
tears were gushing to my eyes.
ButI must hasten to my
recital.
_

I

shall endeavor to state the plain facts, as they occurred,

THE EVENTFUL

meme, ETC.

as brieﬂy and in as simple a style as possible.
that

21

For I ﬁnd

it is already halﬁpast two in the morning, and I feel
from the excitement

I have

passed through.
In bringing these facts before the public, I am aware that I
shall subject myself to the taunts of the street, and be
quite_exhausted

pointed at by the world as one of the “insane dupes of the
spiritual rappers,”—and nothing but an imperative sense
of duty (mistaken, it may be thought by some) urges me
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to submit

I will
ale

of

myself to such an ordeal.

not (at least upon this occasion) go into the ration
The public are already suﬁciently
“spiritualism.”

acquainted with the” modes in which the “manifestations”
are given, to understand thoroughly all I shall have to say.
lwill not speak of the singular facts of “odism,” which

by Reichenbach and Liebig, with a
clearness only less satisfactory than that with which the
I will not state that no
truths of electricity are proven.
evidence of the odic ﬂuid can be discovered in paralyzed
limbs; I will not speak of the supposition, therefore, of
have been established

the above-named physicists, that as mind can not act direct
ly on matter, and as it is impossible by an effort of mind
to move a paralyzed limb, the odic ﬂuid may be the con
dition necessary to lie between the mind and the arm or
foot (which are matter) to account for the mysterious
The relation of
effect of the will in moving our bodies.
these facts and suppositions is not at all necessary to a
clear understanding of my story.
Night before last, (the nineteenth

of August,) after Ihad

retired and extinguished my candle,I was surprised, on
laying my head upon my pillow, at discovering a pale,
bluish brush of light at the other side of the room, appa

rently hovering .over a portion of a tea-poy, on which is
a Parian statuette of Venus, one or two daguerreotypes, a

22
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small pearl cross, and several other little matters of orna
ment. I was struck by the suddenness with which the

I

directed my attention to it.
I
started up, but immediately came to the conclusion that
the strange appearance resulted from a diseased retina——

light ceased to waver as

(my eyes have been affected for the past six months.)

I

looked away, supposing, of course, that if the apparition
could be traced to the cause mentioned, it would display

I

Determined
thought I heard a series of faint tickings.
to have my curiosity satisﬁed, I arose and advanced
towards the apparition.
The tickings here grew more
active.

I

re-lighted

the candle;

there was, however, no

unusual appearance about the stand.
But I soon found
that the sounds proceeded from a. small pocket-compass
it,

that was lying thereon.
I opened
and the needle was
trembling and vibrating quite violently over N. Soon the
north pole moved round to the south-west, and back again;

a

a

and so on, three distinct times—each time pausing
moment at N., trembling violently, then sweeping round
and reaching the S. W. point with jerk.
Thinking this

hurriedly threw on some
clothes, and sat down to watch it. After
pause, and
while my eyes were directed intently upon the needle,
moved slowly round again, reaching the south-west point
with jerk,—repeating this three times, and then stopping.
seemed to me to act almost with intelligence; and in
very singular circumstance,

a

it

a

I

a

I

It

a

voluntarily uttered,—.“What does this mean?” To my
was
ﬁrm disbeliever in any thing like
surprise—for
needle, as though in answer to my
“spiritualism”-—the
ejaculation, made
rapid circuit entirely round the card,
passed the north point, and resting for an instant at south
a

I
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itself wherever I gazed. This, however, I found not to be
the case.
And as I looked again towards the teapoy,

THE EVENTFUL
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or rather over the ﬁfty-ﬁrst degree point, returned
slowly and steadily to its place at north.
I now (half ashamed of myself) commenced a series of
Yet, although the needle seemed to
questions in whisper.
act intelligently, I could not discover what was the nature
of the information (if any) intended to be conveyed, and
west,

after

series

of unsuccessful

questions and
answers, it swept with more and more vigor to south,
ﬁfty-one degrees west; and at length I reluctantly re
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why,

each

tired.

Last evening, about ten o’clock, I received a note,
written in pencil, which, I was told, had been left for me
by a little girl. It was brief, but exceedingly urgent in a

request—nay, it was almost a command—that I
go out to the house of the writer, Mr. John F.
It stated that-I need fear nothing, but should start
diately upon its reception, bringing with me paper,

should

Lane.
imme
a pen,

and candles.

I

that the little

girl could not read, but by
showing the superscription of the note containing only
my name, had at last succeeded in ﬁnding the locale of my
learned

apartment on Kearny'street.
could therefore learn nothing

But she had gone, and I
of the nature of the riddle

from her.

but by some. strange intuition, I asso
ciated unconsciously the note, with its singular request,
its lack of any one by which I could discover why my
presence was required in a desolate and lonely part of the
city at the dead hour of night, with the singular occurrence
of the compass the night before.
The only bond of con
nection between them, it is true, was the unexplained
But the human mind
mystery that hung around, both.

I

can not tell how,

often ﬁnds itself at conclusions without any known steps

THE EVENTFUL NIGHTS,
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ETC

by which it could have arrived at them, whose subsequent

ly ascertained correctness staggers

reason, and leads to the

belief that there are mental processes and strange sym
pathies and connections in nature whose character and
depths are to be sought for in the Inﬁnite God alone. At
length, however, I became convinced that some villain was
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working upon my curiosity, to intrap me among the sand
hills and rob me; and I determined not to go, and to pay
no heed to the affair at all.
But I could not drive the
subject from my mind, and at last I deliberately resolved,
come what would, to go out to the spot designated, and

I

the mystery.
For precaution’s sake,
relieved
myself of my watch and purse, put my pistol in my pocket,
solve

and procured a lantern, before sallying forth.

of Kearny and Sacramento streets I met
two of my friends—Mr. H. and Dr. L.
Mr. H. asked
me where I was going in that Diogenes style.
In response,

At

I

the corner

related the circumstance

tion to see the end

of the note, and my determina

of the affair.

The two expressed their

willingness to accompany me, .and we proceeded together.
It was then half-past eleven o’clock. We passed without
molestation

to the corner

of Sutter and Mason streets,

and thence struck 03 in a diagonal direction over the sand
hills toward Yerba Buena Cemetery.
Contrary to our

McAllister street was
by the occasional barking of a dog.

expectations, our devious walk to
undisturbed,

save

When we reached the corner of what we found on inquiry

'

at a neighboring house to be Hyde and McAllister streets,
one of my friends called my attention to a. noise that
sounded like a faint groan.
We approached in the direc
tion whence it came, and found ourselves nearing a small
house that stands on the north side
you come to Larkin street.

of the road, just before

This was the house designated

THE EVENTFUL NIGHTS,
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ETC.

I

rapped at the door, and the little girl, who
answered the call immediately, said:

in the note.

“Father wants you to come in.”
_
Mr. Lane, who was lying upon the bed, reached forth
his hand in welcome ; but was evidently surprised on see
ing Mr. H. and the Doctor following me into the room.
After apologizing for not having chairs enough for us, he
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called me to the bed-side and stated that he knew

I

must

have been surprised at receiving his note; that he was too
weak to write more; that he had told Jane to see me in
person, but that she, becoming alarmed at her long absence

from him and at the lateness of the hour, had hastened
back without obeying his instruction.
He said that it was
very kind of me to take so much trouble, but that he was
a

dying man, and had information of importance to impart

to me.

“But,'my dear sir,” said I, “something must

be

done

for you.

Fortunately, one of my friends is a physician,”
-—and I called Doctor L. to the bed-side.
Mr. Lane was evidently in the last stages of consumption.
In fact, the Doctor told me in a whisper, that it was too
late; that nothing could be done, and that his end was
very near.

He overheard

-

us and said that he knew

-

all; that nothing

remained for him but to fulﬁll a duty to me and to the
world.
Before proceeding to the business before us, he
told me brieﬂy, his previous circumstances ; his early edu
cation, which was liberal; his poverty, and the fact that

little child—this patient, sweet little Jane, who,
exhausted with watching, has laid her head in my lap and
sunk, at last, into a slumber—would by his death be left
alone in the world. He besought me, with tears in his

his

eyes, to watch over her when he was gone, and see that

7,

26
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she did not suffer.

He

expected

she

NIGHTS,

me.

He did not care about her being poor.
would have to work. He did not wish

But, oh! he prayed that I would
guide her footsteps away from sin and its inﬂuences; that
I would instill into her a love of purity, and so guard her,
her to be a burden to me.

that she would grow to womanhood, an honor to herself
I drew little Jane to
and a blessing to those around her.
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me, kissed her, and satisﬁed the dying man by promising
solemnly that I would do my utmost to comply with his
last wish.

His mind was then apparently relieved from its only
care, and he turned his attention to the business before
us.

“My

friend,”

said he,

“I

must premise my remarks
am a ﬁrm believer in the great doctrine

by stating that I
of the present century; that we have at last reached that
momentous period, when the spirits of the departed can,
through the medium of a principle newly discovered, com
municate their thoughts and wishes to mortals upon earth.
Ihave been led tothis belief by the surest of all processes

--personal experience. When I am alone and ﬁnd a table
m0ving under my passive hands—moving intelligently——
moving in such a manner as to give me information of
events which are happening in the distant East, and
which

I

subsequently

ﬁnd to have occurred exactly as

stated through this mysterious agency,—nay more, when
I feel a nameless sensation—half chill, half tremor—run
ning through my whole body, apparently penetrating to
the innermost recesses of my brain, and ﬁnd my arm and
hand moved over the paper beneath it by some inﬁucnce
which I can not convince myself is not foreign,-when I
ﬁnd my hand writing strange, grand thoughts, such as]
never conceived of before—such as at times it takes me

'
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days thoroughly to understand,—when
and so divest myself of attention, that
except that my hand is moving, and when

I

close my eyes

I know

nothing,

Iﬁnd afterwards

thoughts worthy of the angels, penned, I can not but be
lieve we are upon the threshold of one of the most event
ful changes that ever occurred upon the surface of the

Geology has told us of mighty epochs in the far
Re
past history of the world. Look back, my friends.
earth.

of the animal and vegetable
kingdoms have been swept away—that whole periods of
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member

that whole

races

world have moved into the still past, leaving their
history legible to the mind of a subsequent period on the
the

Remember that whole con
everlasting rocks and strata.
tinents have gone grandly down and been swallowed up
in the depths of ocean ; that whole oceans have swayed in
volumes around the earth—from pole to pole, from the
Orient to the Oeeident. If we stand amazed, as we con
template the mightychanges that rest entombed in the
past, ever receding from us, is it unreasonable to suppose
that other changes equally momentous are approaching
the world from the future? Oh! deceive yourselves not;
for mankind tread toppling up on the verge of a tremendous
epoch; that in which Finity can speak to lnﬁnity,—that
in which the greatest seal shall be broken, and the secrets
of hereafter whispered from strange intelligences to man!
‘I

know‘it—I know—know.”
Mr. Lane here sank back upon his pillow, exhausted.
I had stood rapt in wonder and admiration, as I listen

ed to such sentences

coming from a man apparently so
The shadow of death stretching up to
humble in life.
The deliberate
meet him seemed almost to inspire him.
enunciation with which the remarks were uttered, coupled
with the soul-felt earnestness with which he spoke, im

28
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NIGHTS,

ETC.

and for a moment we stood at the bed-side,

gazing with rapt attention at that pale face, with its spirit
ual expression and its closed eyes. The eyelids seemed
to me so thin, as to be powerless to conceal the large jet
black eyes within, which almost appeared to be displayed
through them.

I
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know not how long our silence would have lasted, had
not the Doctor called my attention to the fact, that the
last struggle of mind had hastened the dying man towards
his dissolution; and that if he had any important infor
mation to communicate, we must be

brief

I

looked again, and the large, black eyes were upon us;
they seemed larger and blacker than any I had ever
beheld before

“I

;

and

Mr. Lane continued

wish this conversation

recorded.

:

At

ﬁrst,

I

regret
but I am

ted that you had brought your friends with you ;
glad that you have done so, as one of them can be of serv
ice to us.”

I

then took the writing materials which I had brought,
and after recording, as nearly as I could recollect, the re

marks set down above, I delivered

them to

Mr. H., who

moved the large table into the centre of the room, and
proceeded to take the notes which now lie before me,

without whose assistance I should have great diﬁiculty in
preparing these remarks for the press.
Mr. Lane resumed: _
0
“As I have told you, I am not only a believer in spirit
Four days ago, I was
ualism, but am a medium myself.
informed, by one of the spirits, that he desired me to pro
cure some gentleman either connected with the press, or
the columns of some paper were open, to be
with me during my last moments—that what should
occur at our interview would be of importance.
I knew

to whom

'
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the editors.

I

NIGHTS, ETC.

had heard, however, that you had

devoted several months to the investigation of spiritual
ism, previously to which time you were atheistically

The fact that an atheist should have looked
into this matter, with any degree of assiduity, convinced
inclined.-

Was
me that ydu were a candid man, open to conviction.
I rightly informed with regard to your previous tenets,
and your investigations?”
I answered in the afﬁrmative.
then, that you have not exercised
your advantages, by publishing some of the extraordi
I suppose you have recovered
nary proofs of the science.
am surprised,

your atheism, and that you are somewhat of a
”
believer in spiritualism '2
I responded that, with regard to the former, I was still
quite skeptical, and inclined to a belief in materialism;
and as for the latter, that my earnest investigations had
only led me to the conclusion that it was an unmitigated
humbug, so far as any spiritual agency was concerned.
Mr. Lane appeared astonished, and after a pause, asked
me

if I

had any objection to remaining
I told him that
awaiting the result.
none.

with him, and

I

certainly

had

At

his request the small table was then drawn quite
near the head of the bed. Mr. Lane, who was lying
upon his back, stretched forth his thin, white hand, placed
with the palm downwards, upon the side nearest to
him, and then.closed his eyes as though he were settling

I

himself for death.

sat at the end towards

the foot

of

a

a

in such
position that Icould see his
The Doctor and Jane were at the oppo
face distinctly.
site side of the bed, while Mr. H. was seated at the table
in the centre of the room.
After
pause the table tipped
the bed, and was

\(I

from

it,
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'toward me, lifting Mr. Lane’s hand. We all remained in
silence, during which the dying man appeared to be put

At

a

written communication.
Paper and a pencil were pro
cured. The sick man’s hand was moved very gently, but
the paper moved with it. I then secured the sheet with
my hand, and the ﬁrst communication was as follows,
namely:
“The time is ripe. The great truth has entered into
the circle of the world silently, and powerfully,—as the
‘
still small voice.’ There is sublimity in its silence.

And thus it appeals to man.
the truth.

For

We

can not

trumpet forth

voice is not to us, as hearing is to you.
and silence, and an

We appeal to you through sublimity,

Behold, how the great
though felt _ power.
manifested
itself
in
change has
every city, and town, and
hamlet in America!
This is one of the great voices of
unheard,

She announces the glad tidings,
your great country.
‘
crying: The gates of death are open, the ladder of Jacob
is reared,

aud angel voices are ascending—descending—
’
We are hovering
from us to them—from them ,to us!
above and around and among your republic of thought.
It was the ﬁtting ﬁeld. Had the seed dropped too early,

or upon the unenlightened, it would not have fructiﬁed.
Years were to roll. Years have rolled.
The intellectual
soil was at last prepared, and the sowers joyfully went
forth.
At ﬁrst, the great change broke slowly upon man.

It

was right.
There must have been doubters. But the
truth is mighty and prevails.
The spiritualists are num
bered by hundreds of thousands. And thus as it
that
the seed has taken root sufﬁciently for permanence and
ever-growth,spite of all calamity of skepticism and ridicule,
is,
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ting mental questions; to which the table answered.
length, he stated that the spirit desired to transmit
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it is right that you should advance one step further.
At
tend! The meaning of death is the mission of this inter
Then mayst thou indeed exclaim, ‘hVhere is thy
.view.
Attend,
sting, and O grave, where is thy victory !’
while the passing spirit performs

his privilege and his

‘

high duty.”
Mr. Lane’s hand then ceased moving. The whole was
calculated to render us breathless.
After a pause I re

But Iventured to ask the spirit, if spirit it was,
whether he would not give us some certain proof of the
genuineness of the communication as a spiritual message.
Mr. Lane’s hand immediately traced the following:
“
Willingly. The whole shall be in itself a test. For
true it
that one of the ﬁrst elements of success in this
is,

man.

new movement is, that you believe. Mr. Lane shall hold a
conversation with you prior to, during and after death, in
which he

will give you his experience of

facts and scenes, so to speak, to which

after the heart has ceased to beat.

death, and the

he ﬁrst

awakes,

Farewell.”

willingly dispelled doubt from my mind, and was for
time lost in thought at the solemn import of the spirit’s
The silence was only broken by the low sob
message.
bing of this dear little creature, exhausted, and pale, and

I

scantily clad, who, thank Heaven, has forgotten her aﬁiie
Her dreamy eyes have
tion for
time in sweet slumber.
shadow within them
seized upon my heart. Ah! what
a.

a

\Vill

live to womanhood? Oh! will she always
love and trust me, with all my faults? Well-a-day!

lies!

At

she

gazed into the emaciated face upon the
pillow before me, the lids opened—the large black eyes
faint voice he said:
turned upon me, and with
length, as

a

l

-

a
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marked, that the solemnity of this time would not, I freely
confessed, permit me to doubt the honesty of the dying
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“

I am sinking—sinking—”
His eyes then turned upon Jane with

I

of sadness,

The look was
leaned toward him, and assured him with a

then rolled slowly round
enough.

a gaze

to me again.

low voice that henceforth she should be my daughter.
The little thing ran round to me and fell upon my breast,
'
sobbing violently.
“And now,” said he, faintly, and with pauses between
his sentences, “I am ready to die. I feel that it is good.
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It grows dim—dim—dim.

I

am losing earth—losing
It—it is a solemn passage

you all. I know that I live.
—but what,I know not. Are you here?
touch me—that I may know that I live.”

I

pressed my hand gently upon his as
table before me. It was cold.

“ Are

Touch me—

it lay upon the

you—are you here?

Can you not touch me ’5”
over
him
and whispered into his ear that his
stooped
'
hand was in mine.
_

I

“In

mine ?—in mine?
There is no angel here. What
was it whispered?
I am in no one’s keeping. I am pass

ing—Oh!” said he, making a faint effort to rise,“ Oh! that
I could stay ! anie—J anie—that—that this solemn jour
ney were but over.”
Exhaustion succeeded, and for a moment he ceased

J

I quietly re-spread his hand upon the table,
breathing.
and resumed my seat.
.

“I

seem hovering—I know not where.
N 0 one is
around me—no one comes to me to lift me on through
this solemn gloom.
I hear nothing—solitary—solitary in

This is—indeed—the valley—of the
shadow of death.
Where are they, my friends of the
Is this death? Is this the future?
Is the
future?
cried in despair.
spirit theory then untrue ?” at
this fearful

way.

lastahe

-
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,“And am I—am
hell

I

to live thus—thus?

33

'Oh! the fearful

of an eternal existence alonel—no sight—no hear

ing—no God—no heaven—(as I had been told)—-no light
—Great God! no darkness I all thought!
My soul is
I live thus for ever?
consuming—consuming itself!
can:
—Oh! for annihilation! for any thing but this solitude!

I

Horror! hor
not peer through this gloom".l
Why
ror !—where are these limbs of mine ’t—I/eel not my body
can

Oh! lost at length—lost to the green earth
_and to my Janie—lost to the sweet harmony of com
The past, gone,—the future, a blank I—
panionship!
Great eternity, am I a God ’l—am I creative Z—will a
world spring at my thought?
Yes,I create—but it is
I must be
thought alone—for that is of my own essence.
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around me!

If

you are here and I am not yet dead—tell Janie
I will try and seek her,—I know not how. Tell the world
that in death the spirit is fearfully and for ever alone !—
dead.

the world that death is terrib--”
The nervous twitching about the under jaw stopped;
and from the very instant when he ceased to articulate, I

Tell

was startled by ﬁnding the temle slowly rising and lean
ing toward the bed. And as the jaw dropped and the
strange shadow of death swept down like a curtain over
his face, the table rose quickly and pressed ﬁrmly and
steadily against the bed-side, as though it were attracted
towards the dead body by an immense power.

’

We were all new around him.

The Doctor, who was
on the side opposite to us, slowly laid the right hand,
which he had been holding during the dying scene, upon
breast, and we remained gazing awe-struck at this
I believe that, for a nioment, my heart
strange death.
the

There was an oppressive pause,
actually ceased beating.
During
which must have lasted at least ﬁve minutes.

‘
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all this time the table maintained its inclined position, and
we still stood speechless—almost breathless.
At length
we were awakened from our trance by ﬁnding the table

quietly descending to the ﬂoor. It then commenced tip
ping on two of its legs with a gentle rocking motion.
I
know not why, but I shuddered at the thought of break

which had been lying on the table, strike into rigidity, as
though it were a piece of mechanism pulled by wires,
rise slowly from the table and move toward me.
When

it had reached within

of me, like lightning it
darted forth and down upon my hand in which I was still
Its ﬁngers grasped suddenly and
holding the pencil.
tightly around mine. The touch was as of an icicle. A
nameless

a few inches

thrill and terror

seized me.
Mr. H. fell back;
-—and slowly the locked hands before me mOved across
the paper.
The dead hand was so tracing the words that
1 could read them.
They there upside down to itself. The
i
following was the
RESPONSE.

“

No,-not

solitude were

that death is terrible.
the

dying~n0t death!

The silence and the

Tell them that it was

a fearful, silent passage to me and those before me.
that it shall be so no longer in secula seculorum/

and strange—yes.

But
Silent

But fearful—no. It was terrible, and
terrible from its uncertainty.
Every spirit hath
known not, when it feels that it has at length lost earth,
but it was doomed to silence and solitude
for ever! The
to
know what it
struggle
the futile efforts to see—to
has been

is,
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ing the death-like silence, so I took up the pencil and
' '
wrote:
“ Will
you ﬁnish what you were saying 2”
Imagine our terror at seeing the dead arm and hand
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hear,l-followed by the great, all-absorbing consciousness
and conviction, that it is simply an existence, are fearful!
But let the living listen! Hereafter, let those that die
be content to pause through the change ;—for the solitude
lasts but a moment, when the dormant spirit gradually
Then, there was nothing around it ;---now it
developes.
knows itself and that into which it enters.”
“ Are
you in the midst of spirits 2” Iasked aloud; \and
my voice seemed to resound unnaturally through the felt
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silence

of the room.
RESPONSE.

“I

I could see and hear no
almost
thing.
forgot the circumstances of my death.
But then, I was not dead. Slowly a sensation of lightness
came over me, and I remembered all.
I knew you all.
had lost you for a time.

I

felt calm.

I

I

saw your motions

as

of something apart

from me—very much as you look down through clear
water and watch the motions of the strange monsters of
the deep, whose element is different from yours,-—
whose actions are sometimes strange and unaccountable,—
with whom you have nothing in common.”

Here was a pause again for about ﬁve minutes, during
which the cold, dead hand relaxed from around mine. At
'

length, I asked again:
“ Are
you in the midst of spirits 2”
p
The strange, invisible wires were pulled again,—for
the blue death-ﬁngers tightened around my own, and the
locked hands

traced

the

following
RESPONSE.

“I

found myself gradually

taking form-_and moving
through a long, grand, misty, undulating arch-way, to

36
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wards a harmony, as it were, of far-off music.
All was
indeﬁnite.
I felt the intense consciousness of my own
At length, clearer and clearer
existence—nothing more.

into which I was entering,
and apart of which I formed.
Iwas alone. I heard no
voice.
But as I swept through the arch, I said as it were
distinctly to myself this strange word, ‘Fonns.’ At
‘
Foams—Morrow]
After I had.
length it changed to
‘
swept on still farther, it changed to Forms—Monou—
HARMQNY.’
And then after a pause, to ‘F DBMS—MOTION
—HARMONY-—THE ARcH.’ Why I‘repeated them I know
not. Soon Iwas, as it were, uttering ‘FonMs—Mo'rion
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I

understood the new universe

—HARM0NY——THE ARCH—Connncrron.’

word ‘BEAnrY’ was added; and ﬁnally

I

At

length the
found myself

repeating over and over again:
“ ‘ FoRMs—Morron—HARMONY—THE

Anon—Commo
TION—BEAUTY—ETERNITY—ETERNITY—ETERNITY ! ’
“I knew not what it could mean. I know now. I will
tell you more to-morrow night I thought, and those
in the ﬂesh think, that all they conceive of, is every thing
that exists, save God and the disembodied spirits.
Hence
they call it the ‘universe.’ I'ﬁnd myself now forming

part of a second universe; as I have formed unknown
All have lived and shall live for ever.
through all ages.
I know it in the dim distance. You are immortal as
truly in the past, as you shall be in the future.
Finity at
the beginning must lead to ﬁnity at the end, and as you
shall live for ever, so have you lived for ever: for your
life is inﬁnite. I will explain to-morrow night. Your
ﬁrst stage was non-self-sgntient.
Peer not into the past.
It will not advance Hrs GREAT LIVING“.
Look to the
You are wearied. Remember Janie—see, she
future.
a

sits weeping.

Farewell.”

,

run nvnm'rur NIGHTS, are.
“ But are
you in the midst

of spirits

2”
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RESPONSE.
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“Oh, wonderful—wonderfull—Oh, altogether inexpli
As you may suppose the rose unto her leaves,—as
cable!
you may suppose music unto the consciousness of man,
—as you may suppose the harmonies, and ever~ crossing,
and unheard, and dimly understood converse always going
on between the elements of a landscape—the cascade
and the rocks—the liquid water-ripples and the shore—
the forest and the sunbeams,—so do the hosts of the new
universe around me hold communion with each other.
Direct, not impeded—silent, and dreamily beautiful and
As different from the converse of man with
sublime!
Remember
man, as is color from weight.
anie—see,
she sits weeping.
Adieu!”

J

“But I

quickly.

am not weary—I am not weary,”
“ More—more !”

We asked and asked again for
but one.

cried

I,

one more respOnse—

The spirit had, however, left us.

Iwished to

know if they experienced the passage of time in the other
world. But not one word could we obtain. At the
word “ adieu,” the dead hand fell off from mine. The
clock struck three,-—-and, bewildered with the strange
occurrences of the night, and intoxicated with excitement,

I

staggered out into the air.

My

friends soon joined me.

I will

not say—I need not say—that for us there was
no sleep that night.
As Ihave remarked above, I stag
gered, bewildered, from the room into the open air,
where

Iwas followed by

word was uttered.

the

Doctor and Mr. H.

Not

a

In the awfulness of the occasion each

seemed to respect the other’s

feelings.

Great,

silent

38
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of thought had rolled upon us out of profound
And the majesty of the new universe, from

whose solemn depths a soul had just now whispered to us,
as it pressed down and around me with painful reality
and grandeur, overwhelmed and stupeﬁed me. Where
was the invisible spirit, upon whom its sublimity had

just burst?

The great liquid eyes, forth from which he
had looked upon us, were glazed now, and set.
Where

was the soul?—could

it

be here, standing, silent, at
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side, and gazing serenely upon me?

my

Whence had issued

these strange whispers—those fragments of knowledge?
There, in the room, were the arm and the hand that had
traced the thoughts, relaxed, and left by us in our bewil
derment outstretched upon the table. But where was the
spirit,
the

it from without?

that had stirred

spirit?

Fled—ﬂed

into

those

regions, whither we all shall go!

unknown,

Fled!

co-knowing, co-working with us.

I

Where was

Yet

strange

coexistent,

burned to learn of

the NEW UNIVERSE.

While we stood in

.

still, dark night, thUs rapt in
thought,—-with the stars looking down from afar,~with
the invisible wind sighing around us—we knew not where,
—with the great city of the dead before us, where glim
the

mered faintly in the starlight the white tombstones of the
unnumbered departed,-—and with the lowly, silent hall of
another

spirit had just now
lifted and sped,-—as we stood thus rapt in thought, a
soft hand stole into mine, and I felt upon my ﬁngers the
pressure of a gentle kiss. I looked, and it was Jane.
death

behind

us,

whence

She was kneeling at my feet—kneeling upon the damp
ground, and weeping. In her desolation, sweet child,
she had left the dead,

to cling to the living.'

She had

run EVENTFUL
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silently singled me out from the rest, with an instinct that
*
knows no premeditation.
“ Janie,
my dear child,” said I, “let us return to father.”
I lifted 'her into my arms, and she clasped her little

my neck, and laid her head upon my breast,
and wept—wept bitterly.
I need not say that my own
tears were ﬂowing full and fast, and dropping and min
y
gling with hers. _
hands around
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We

moved

slowly along towards

and, as we entered,

Mr. H.

silent

the

room,

passed noiselessly to the

mys

terious bed-side, and disposed the body‘decently.
We stood gazing upon it for a time in silence; and
then, recollecting ourselves, consulted in a low voice
upon our position.

For

us to inform our acquaintances

with what had pass
should have had the

was not to be thought of. We
town upon us in an hour.
We had received no instruc
ed,

tions, but the sentence,

“

I will tell you

more to-morrow

At
night,” clearly indicated what was expected from us.
last, it was decided that Mr. II. should remain with the
body during the day, (it was now nearly four o’clock in
the morning,) while the Doctor and myself should return
to our respective duties in the city.

To prevent inquiry,

it was thought best that Jane should stay with Mr. H.
And we agreed to meet here to-night—or rather, last
night, (for it is now nearly daylight of the 22d,) at eight
The preliminaries being arranged,
o’clock, punctually.
the Doctor and myself took our silent way across the hills
toward the city, while
the door,

after us.

Mr. H. bowed farewell to

us from

with little Janie in his arms looking tear-fully
-

Oh! the long, weary hours, that dragged, leaden
It seemed to me that sunset would
footed, until night!

40
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say that the

Doctor and myself,

although we separated at six in the morning, could not
remain apart?
The imperative call of duty summoned

my desk in the Custom~House ; and
when I went in, I found him there waiting \for me. Our
eyes' met, but not oneallusion was made to the occur
rences of the previous night.
Each felt intensely the
me

at

ten

to

A mysterious spell bound us together.
other’s knowledge.
I dared not have him stay, lest remark should be excited;
yetI

could not bear to have him leave.

he lingered

so,

all day.

word together.
caused

And

Now and then we would steal a
But, oh! need I say, what an effort it

me to attend to the details

of my

desk,

and to

talk cheerfully and carelessly of the trivial events of the
morning? ——oh! so trivial they seemed to me, beneath
the shadow of the great event that had towered about me
ina night! No, Iwill pass all this. Sufﬁce it to say,
And at half-past seven we were at the
evening came.
threshold of the darkened chamber.
Ientered—with
Janie in my arms ;——for she had watched for us from the
edge of the window-curtain, and had run out to meet us,
chiding me sweetly and artlessly for my long delay.
With the exception of a little more neatness in the
arrangement of the simple furniture of the room, every
even to the small pine table at
thing was as we had left
the head of the bed.
it,

Well, the momentous hour had arrived. The solemn
know not why,
arcana of hereafter were to transpire.

I
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and

but we hesitated at meeting the great intelligence, and we
lingered in conversation at least an hour, before we pre
pared to receive those communications, which we knew
We re-read those we had already
were in store for us.
received:
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a conversation
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with you prior to, during,

and after death—in which he will give you his experience of death,
and the facts and scenes, so to speak, to which he ﬁrst awakes, after
the heart shall cease to beat."

He had only given

us a part

of his experience of death,

ﬁnish the recounting of his
solemn, solitary passage through the shadowy valley, and
open to your view, in language, the structure and ap?
Where was this uni
pearance of the NEW UNIVERSE.
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and to-night,

then, he would

verse? What manner of beings were the spirits? What
Did they increase in
was their form-their destiny?
That must be so, for the soul had declared
knowledge?
it.

How then was

the paradox to be explained,

of a. spirit

living on for ever—for ever increasing in knowledge-—
for ever—for ever—and yet never equalling the changeless
God!

At

length we took our seats around the table at the
head of the bed, and placed our hands upon it. For ﬁf
teen minutes we remained in silent expectation, but re
ceived no manifestations
r

of the spirit’s

presence.

This

It

was, however, suggested, that Mr. Lane’s
hand was not upon the table ; and that possibly this might
was strange.

be the reason

of our want of

become stiff,

and the hand,

But the body had
when outstretched, slowly

success.

to its plade upon the
breast. We then held it down; and soon found that the
odic ﬂuid (if ﬂuid it be) was penetrating it: or, at any
rate, that the arm and hand were becoming limber.
Another ﬁfteen minutes elapsed without result.' The
arose from the table, and returned

table neither tipped, nor manifested any disposition to
The only indication we had received
slide, or even stir.
,

thus far was a single rap, which startled us by its loudness
and brevity.
Finally, in the silence of almost hopeless

42
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expectation, and as a last resort,I resumed the pencil, and,
without saying any thing to my friends, lifted the dead

it around my own in the position it had as
sumed of itself last night, and held it there to keep it

hand, placed
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I

from dropping 05'. Another anxious pause ensued, when,
what was my delight at feeling the cold fore-ﬁnger press
ing gently, but very perceptibly upon the back of my
hand. I ejaculated with almost profane gleefulness :
“It is clutching me!”
“Hark !” said the Doctor, quickly, while both leaned
ferward with painful anxiety for the result.
Slowly the middle ﬁnger commenced to press down.
Then the third ﬁnger. Then the little ﬁnger.
And at
last, the spell of death seemed to break, for the arm vio
lently stiffened, and the whole hand grasped mine with a
suddenness that startled us, notwithstanding
anxiously hoping for some such result.

we were so

We breathedfreely again. And Icould not but con
trast our feelings of placid joy with those of terror which
ﬁlled us last night, when ﬁrst we beheld the hand and arm
rising mysteriously from the table.
But, if the reader is as anxious to learn the tenor of the
communications as were we to procure them, he will wish
me to come to them without more delay.
In short, I
must hasten to the conclusion of my task, for I have been
writing since two this morning, and the dawn has already
‘

broken.

To proceed, then:
harry '4”

N0

My ﬁrst

I

“
question was,

response.

QUESTION,

again—“ Are you happy

After a pause:

’2”

Aw

you

‘
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ETC.

RESPONSE.

“ That is a
singular interrogatory for this occasion,
and one, for obvious reasons, I am not able to answer.”
QUESTION.

“Why are you notable to satisfy your friends
important a point

on so

’2”

ansrousn.
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“If

those who are happy could communicate the fact

to their friends—those

who

are

unhappy

could

do the

same.

“But I

do not see the point,” said I.

R'nsronsn.
“ Silence is the best answer.”
QUESTION.

“

if I

put the question in an abstract form, the
Is there happiness and misery
difﬁculty will be removed.
in your universe?”
No response.
After a pause, Mr. H. remarked as follows, namely:
“ But I am anxious to have
you ﬁnish your experience
You told us last night that you found yourself
of death.
repeating the words—‘ Foams, MOTION, HARMONY, Tm:
Aacn,’ etc., and that you would tell us more to-night.”
Perhaps

RESPONSE.

moving in the midst of your universe, I had
N umberless
been blinded by the glare of particularities.
individuals and species. were around me. I saw not that

“While

which underlay and ran up through all things.

44
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“Motion, in all its inﬁnite varieties, is sublime.
Whether I watch it ﬂitting in the butterﬂy, curling grace
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fully in the rising smoke, or darting in the lightning—
whether Icontemplate it in the majestically wheeling
worlds—or grasp it with far-reaching conception in the
slow decay of an abbey ruin—it is the same mysterious
condition of nature.
The boy passes into the man. It
is motion.
rise
and sink.
It is motion. ‘ Rest’
Nations
is a relative word.
As the word ghost sprang from man’s
fear, and expresses something which never had existence,
so does the

expresses

word ‘rest’ spring from man’s egotism, and
what
never had existence.
That which

moves

faster than man’s knowledge is as much rest
to man as that which moves slower, and that which
moves without

his knowledge is as much rest as either.
The landscape appears at' rest, while silently grow the

trees, fabricating their slender tissues from the earths,
the air and the water, with magic ﬁngers; slowly, un
seen by mortal eye, unheard by mortal ear, are the che
mical and mechanical forces

of nature tapping at the life

of the rocks and strata; shine on the stars in
the heavens unseen by you—move on the worlds of the
essence

unfelt—ﬂows on the eternal circle of vapor,
clouds and the rain-storm.
So, could you enter more
minutely into nature, would you ﬁnd that all is motion.
Rest is not life. Rest is death—is non-existence. And
your universe lives. It is all working—working—G'od
can not rest! Rest means that thou movest faster than
some things, and slower than others.
Motion is not
merely a fact in your universe, here and there. It is a
universe

condition pervading your entire universe, running down to
MOTION underlies and
every, even the minutest part.
runs up through all things.

'rnn nvnn'rrur.

moms, ETC.
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“ Your universe exists by entering into forms. In its
present phase it has entered as a whole into the form of
revolving suns and earths, with all the forms that on and
in them are. All things around you are in forms—Forms
—.Movnve.
“ Come now to the
universe move”!

_

‘

Arch.’

How do the forms of your

The seed drops into the ground.
The
Watch the arching of the ﬂower.
First
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plant springs up.
the tender embryo
chaos.

upon the stem—the unshaped silky
This is soon a bud. The bud swells. It bursts.

The ripe ﬂower opensto the full its fragrant form, and the
sunbeams come there, and nestle in the warm beauty.
The maturity is on.
The key-stone is reached.
But
not one instant does the motion stop. Less and less
grows the fragrance. Duller and duller is the blushing
white—the yellow—the crimson; petal and sepal and
stam'en

and pistil drop away; and what was a ﬂower is

And what of the plant 2 Certain particles have
married into that form. But in the course of the months,
or the years, or the centuries, the form dissolves and dis
But the form is no
appears. The particles are eternal.
more.
The arching of -the ﬂower is typical of that of
every form, and all the arching forms make up your

nothing.

'~niverse.

All

forms

come into

being—pass,

however

slowly, however rapidly, up to maturity—and so—how
ever slowly, however rapidly, down to dissolution.
Where
is hundred gated Thebes?
The small makes up the
great. This is the answer to the autumn leaf, that ﬂits
across your pathway, and to the dying girl.
The great
motion, which pervades your universe, is its ﬂowering to
And hearken! When it shall have reached
culmination.
its acme, it

will

descend along a

bright pathway, and en

46
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arc.

tering into, be lost in another grand form into which it

will expand.

“Why

FORMS—rMOVING—lll

wonder

at the ﬁtness of

Aacans.
things’.Z

The horse’s

just long enough to enable him to reach
the ground, and crop the grass which is his food.
And
you lift your eyes and admire the harmony, and say it
head and neck are

was so designed.
Designing is a process of mind, requir
ing more or less time, and arguing imperfection.
Forget
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thee, great man, who is thy God.

doth he consider.
nature

God weigheth not, nor

God resteth not, but liveth

of necessity.

For

out his

he can not be any one else, as a

Men wonder at the ﬁtness of
the horse’s head and neck for the purposes for which they

square can not be a circle.
are used.

They do not consider that were his neck and
head too short to reach his food, the whole race of horses
would die.
Discord would defeat itself. And they are
astonished, because they discover only a part of the har
Harmony prevails everywhere from
mony of nature.
It pervades your universe.
the necessity of the case.
Aacnns.
FORMS—MOVING—IIARMONIOUSLY—IN
“There is action and reaction around you. Who was he
that said,

‘

Each grain

of

sand is the centre

of all'things

2’

Each form acts upon every other, and is
reacted upon, in turn, by every other. Mind, even,'works
Your universe works upon mind.
upon your universe.
—-—
Movme -— HARMONIOUSLY —IN
Foams
CONNECTED
This is truth.

Aacrms.

.

To the mind of man a part is
“Beauty is universal.
free.
The rest is latent. This, too, is well. For mind
must build, ﬁrst a hut—then a house—then a temple.

Mind upon earth must
educated

search

out

beauty—must be

for higher works in the future.

God is not dis'

'rnn

cordant;

nvnnrrur. mcnrs, are.
all beautiful.

so is he

47

CoNNEcrEn—and

TIFUL FORMB—MOVING—HARMONIOUSLY—IN

ARCHES.

“Therefore is your universe not a heterogeneous
of disjointed parts.

It is

a homogeneity.

BEAU
mass

It is distinct

and different from our universe.

“Rise now for

a moment to a contemplation

of Deity.
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To gain a conception of him, conceive of any form
It has certain qualities—
around you—a golden goblet.
color, hardness, extension, weight—by which you know it.
God' essential qualities, which constitute him the
being he 'is. He is an inﬁnite being, therefore are each
of his qualities inﬁnite. Your universe is the expression
So has

of one of those qualities—mine, of another. Both are,
therefore, inﬁnite ; inﬁnite in extent,-——inﬁnite in duration,
from the past and into the future.
But as God, too, is an
inﬁnite being, he has not a ﬁnite number of qualities, as
has the golden goblet; but an inﬁnite number of qualities,
each of which expresses
itself in an inﬁnite universe.
The soul has within itself a germ of every universe, and
it sinketh on eQer from one to another. The universes
are inﬁnite in number, therefore is the soul everlasting;
ever growing in knowledge, yet never exhausting that
For it would require an inﬁnity
through which it passes.

of years to exhaust the secrets of one single inﬁnite uni-Y
verse, how much more, then, to exhaust those of an inﬁnite
number of universes, each of which is inﬁnite in itself!
Glorious art thou, 0 man, the everlasting l Glorious art
thou,

0

man, that ever sinketh through the universes!

Glorious art thou, O inﬁnitely greater—exhaustless
“Thus then do I describe to you your universe.
“CONNECTED

God!

AND BEAUTIFUL Foams

Movnve HARMONIOUSLY

m Ancnas runouca ALL

Ernnnrrv."

.ns EVENTFUL
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This

menu‘s,

..aordinary communication

are.
was followed

by a

What subjects for
long, thoughtful pause on our part.
contemplation did it not open up ! the connection between
universe and universe; the connection between God and
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his universes;

the meaning

of death; its necessity, as .a

link, between universe and universe, etc. At length, I
“
broke the silence by the following remark, namely : But in
all this-—f0r which we are truly grateful to you—you have
not given us what we so anxiously wait for, to wit, the
What of the
remainder of your experience of death.
And what species
arch in which you found yourself 2

of place is the new universe, into which the soul
at death

passed

'2”

RESPONSE.

“ The spirit frees itself from the cloudy arch by reason
The solitude is
ing and testing. It ﬁnds itself alone.
At ﬁrst it knows not what manner of being
oppressive.
it is. It struggles, in the solitude, to bring into existence
But
something besides itself, that it may not we alone.
tell those that shall die, to pause patiently, until the dying
Each soul will then involuntarily test itself.
has ceased.
At ﬁrst, it supposes that all its faculties were suited to its
Its eyes
condition and surroundings upon the earth alone.
and ears, with their corresponding mental faculties, seemed
ﬁtted alone to enable it to act in the world.
Love bound
it to its fellows. Sublimity and ideality enabled it to
But it knows
enjoy the beauty and grandeur of nature.
What use then for these
that it has dropped nature.
mental faculties rl—for benevolence, since the sick and suf
fering and needy are left behind; for its moral faculties,
since mankind is gone; yes, even for its pious faculties,
for it ﬁnds no God.
Thus does it eliminate itself from

_
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are.

every condition of earth. But forthwith I realized that I
I recognized the action of selﬁsh faculties ,
was reasoning.
I re»
for I was alone, and 'yearned for companionship.
membered that

had been observiny the long archway,
with its gentle wavering, its form, its vast length, its soft,
I realized that I was appreciating
variegated opal colors.
the surpassing beauty and the grandeur of this my passage.
I noticed thatl was remembering; and when Ireaehed
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where

I

I

I knew

within myself an ardent desire
was charmed with the new scenes around

now am,

for knowledge;
me; I found new companions to love, new grandeurs to
enjoy, new duties before me, new works to accomplish.

Isee no God.

But

I

know that he exists.

learn myself, discovering that
mental faculties I had on earth.”

I still

Thusdid I

possessed

all the

QUESTION.

“And when you looked around you, what
place did you ﬁnd

yourself in

species

of

'2”

RESPONSE.

“There is no ‘passage’ with me, as you move on'carth.
There is no ‘place,’ as you speak of ‘loeality’ on earth.
There is no ‘ form,’ as you speak of shape on earth.
The
archway of death was but a condition in which I remained
while testing myself, and becoming prepared to enter into

Our condition here is'sneh, that that
my present state.
by which each soul seems surrounded, is an out-creation
from itself.
When you are in a grove, the grove actually
exists ; and would exist were you not there.

We

Not so here.

of ‘locality,’ for there is no such thing
in this life; and therein consists the diﬁiculty of making
But that, here, which is
you comprehend our condition.
can not speak

3

'
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analogous to your ‘locality,’ I must express by using your
The locality, in which is each soul from time to
word.
time, does not exist outside of itself, as, for instance, does

your grove, or street, or habitation; but it is an out
creation of the soul itself ; and I appear to live in the
midst of my out-creations; they are all in effect as actual
to me, as are your surroundings to you.”
“But this being the condition of affairs,” remarked I,
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after a pause, “ your universe must be very heterogeneous

in appearance.
RESPONSE.

“ Beware of materialism,—for its hand-maiden is
The landscapes of earth ‘appear’ to the vision
atheism.
—and the dark blue vault of the heavens with its stars!

_

Icomprehend your difﬁculty,
“as best

however, and

I

may.
True, each soul lives in the midst

will explain

of its out-creations;

and you might suppose our universe heterogeneous in its
But consider the various localities of earth,
character.
how they differ from each other.
Where is there sim

ilarity between a room and a river ﬂowing between its
leafy banks’.l Bear in memory, that no two persons on
earth can occupy, at the same time, the same space,'and
witness their surroundings from precisely the same angles,

would they be one person. So, no two souls live in
the same out-creations, else would they be one soul.
But,
as all the different spirits—which, with their ever-varying,
else

ingenious and beautiful
Verse—have,

out-creations, compose this uni

nevertheless, that

something

in common,

which throws them together into the one class—‘ sour.s,’—
our universe has a general effect of unity in itself, analo
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gous to that unity which is possessed by the universe
you have not yet left.
_
“ Motion
pervades this universe also. All the souls are
Therefore is it
continually varying their outcreations.
like a vast kaleidoscope—heaving itself into new, grand
forms of beauty, for ever and ever 1

“Thus

can

I dimly only tell you of

that to which

I

QUESTION.

,

“But how can your universe be inﬁnite, when the
number of spirits who have left earth is ﬁnite Z”.
RESPONSE.

into thy heavens.
”
the inﬁnite lights!

“Look
of

sand

Thou beholdest but a thou

“ But where are you?
"asked I.
RESPONSE.

“Is color

Is weight above, or beneath
or even among color?
And yet each is diﬁ'erent from the
other, while all are qualities of the same golden goblet.
Neither can I say, that we are above, or beneath, or even
above extension?

among your universe :-—-and yet each
and

universe ——yours

mine—is a part of God.”

Well, we were at length satisﬁed with regard to the

it,

general character of 'the abode of the departed, and our con
versation about it was long tand rambling.
I will not
detail what we said, as no notes were taken of > but will
leave the reader to his own reﬂections.

At

asked the spirit,

form, its structure.

if

in
formation in relation to the appearance of the soul—its
length

I
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awoke.”

he could give us any

'

52
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RESPONSE.
'

“Mankind are wrong.
The earth and their senses clog
them.
Every man, when he thinks of a spirit, attains to a
conception of it by passing through an unnoticed, subtle se
ries of rapid steps.
He thinks of some material object—
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water;

he passes

thence

to steam;

thence

to air, and

ﬁnally, by a further etherealization, he reaches a conception
of spirit. This unremembered but invariable process leads
To'
inevitably to a conception tinged with materiality.

of spirit, think of a single thought. It has no
occupies no space ;--and yet it is distinct and

gain an idea
shape—~it

different from every other thought.
Pass thence to a
spirit, which has no shape—which occupies no space, and
A
yet is distinct and different from every other spirit.
tree is a material unit—non-self-conscious.
spiritual unit—non-self-conscious.
-

A soul

A thought

is a

is a spiritual unit
'

——self-conscious.”

This was a new process—to me a simple and reasonable
one,—and I wondered that it had not struck me before.
QUESTION.

relationships of earth—the
ﬁlial loves—last beyond the grave?”

“Do

'

the

friendships, the
'

No response.

“ Have
you friendships in the other world?”
Rus‘ronsn.

“By

how much the better was the spirit at death, by so
much the more lovely are his out-creations as he sweeps
Thus there are grades among us, as there
are among you.
Thus there are similarities and dissimi
hither-among.

run EVENTFUL
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Free intercourse exists among the

Thus are there opportunities for advance
and improvement, or for the reverse.
Could you pass to
do exist,
a contemplation of the other universes—which
souls—free-will.

althoughl see them not—then would you feel how import
ant is improvement at every step.
Awaken to a concep
tion of a life for ever !‘ For each universe which the soul
has passed through is lost to it for ever with all the means
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of advance contained therein.

And, as capacity for enjoy
ment widens and deepens the farther we sink along the
universes, so does the disadvantage of a single unimproved
universe in the past increase in awful, irremediable pro

An
portion, the farther we advance through the future.
unimproved universe is a clog for ever! Beware, beware!
oh! beware!
Act purely,—speak purely,—but, above all,
For in two universes, at
mainspring of the spirit’s life.”

think purely and with dignity.
least, selﬁshness is the

QU

ESTION.

“ But how do
you converse, having left the organs of an
ticulation upon earth’!”
RESPONSE.

“As it
depth

of

is with you, neither can soul here pierce the
the soul.
Each recognizes the other’s out-crea

tions, but can not pass within them into the motives and
The
thoughts of the soul with which he is communicating.
conversation of the pure in heart on earth is truthful; that

of the vast intellect embodies great thoughts; the words of
the vile are either vile or deceitful.
Thus is it here. Our
The noble, the great,
out-creations each arranges at will.
surround themselves
They bear an inﬂuence

the improved, can and do naturally

with corresponding out-creations.

run evasrrun moms, ETC.
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'among us.
copy.

There are souls that originate, and souls that

And truth and deceit is mingled here as it is with
You can judge of a man’s motives, notwithstanding

you.
his remarks ;—-we can judge of a soul’s motives notwith
standing his out-creations. Thus, as it were, do we commu

nicate with each other—originating and improving, or re
trograding, as you do on earth. Death will necessarily
make no one happy—free

from labors.

Not only does the individual have duties to perform
as you suppose,

here,

for which he should prepare himself on

earth by purity and a strengthening
have also grand works to perform.”
,

“Must

no

Our condition is no happier than yours.

of the mind, but

races

QUESTION.

of perfection
before they can pass from your universe to the next '4 ”
the souls advance to a deﬁnite point

RESPONSE.

“Why
“

do you ask this, when it is not so with you

It is generally supposed to be

the fact,” said

2

”

I.

RESPONSE.

“ N0 soul knoweth when it shall be
summoned away——
we know not whither.
Our outcreations are to us here,
as are your bodies on earth.
When the soul is no longer
able to surround itself with outcreations, it becomes unﬁt
for duties in this universe; it can not act among us, any
it,

more than can a corpse among you,
And the soul—the
‘me’—when its out-creations die from around
remains

for an instant

torpid entity, and vanishes, ere we can
think, we know not whither.’ This
death with us.”
is

a
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one

no one from cares—release
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QUESTION.
“

Do

the friendships

of earth continue beyond death

?

”

RESPONSE.

“Lift yourself

to a contemplation of an eternal exist
and think of the ﬂeeting friendships of earth and

ence,

Is not the useless cast away? ”
“It is sad to think of parting for ever from a loved
mother or sister,” said I. “It is sad to think, that when we
stand by the death-bed of a dear father, we shall see him
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their uses.

no more.”

N0
“

I

'
response.
say, it is sad to feel that at death we leave our friends

for' ev\er.”

RESPONSE.

“The useful remaineth.

God is great.”
“ Can
you not answer us more deﬁnitely

2”

RESPONSE.

“ Would 'you have me
say, that the soul of a. vile son
shall for ever pollute the purity of a sainted mother, or
that a loving sister shall for ever be separated from a
kind brother '2
“I would have you tell us the truth.”

N0

response.
QUESTION.

From the Doctor.

“ Is the doctrine

of transmigration

of souls correct in whole, or even in part 2” At this mo
ment I noticed the other hand and arm of the corpse mov
ing slightly.
entire body.

The odic ﬂuid had evidently penetrated the
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RESPONSE.

“Can the tree call back its leaves?

We press ever
is
Death
a barrier, across which we may look

onward.

back, but over which we may not pass again.”
QUESTION.

“Is

there communication

the one beyond you

between your universe and

'2”

QUESTION.

“ Can
you tell us

of

the universe beyond

you

2”

RESPONSE.

“ Did you know
aught of this, until now, save that it
existed

“It

'

’2”

is true,” said

I ; “but

what, what

of thenext

’5”

RESPONSE.

“ Knowing

‘

color’ and

‘

extension’ only, how could you

we have nothing to judge from.
We only know
as different in its character from ours as ours

is it

is,

‘
judge what manner of quality weight’ might be'.Z Neither
can we conceive what manner of universe the next
for

to be
from

I

is

from weight.”
yours, as color
We had scarcely received the response, when
was
amazed at ﬁnding the entire body strangely agitated.
The odic ﬂuid, passing through the arm, had indeed penes
But before could speak, the hand
trated
throughout.
dropped away from mine, and was stupeﬁed at seeing the
sitting posture—evidently without
corpse rise slowly to
were willed
any internal muscular action, but as though
up from without by its disembodied soul. It was stiff and

it

a

I

I

it
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The lids opened, the black eyes—they were the

stark.

glazed, soulless eyes of death—stared forth into vacuity,
and, to our horror, the chin dropped, the organs of articu
lation were moved—the corpse spoke!

“Great Heavens !—I am—I am—Zeam'ng my universe I
——my out-creations die from around me !—I am passing
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to the next—Oh! where !-—where !-—I am

Fare—”
And the body fell relaxed upon the
'
bounding as it struck.

DYING—dy—

bed, the

right arm

When we had recovered partially from our stupefac
tion, we looked around us, and could scarcely believe what
we had seen and heard.
Could it indeed be possible, that

Yes—we
the corpse had moved—Jean? uttered words?
were all awake—all dismayed—terror-stricken; and in
the ears

“

of

of us still rang

each

of awful im

those words

I am leaving my universe l—my out-creations die
port :
from around me! Iam passing to the next I” Could
And yet, if the disembodi
spirit could, through the medium of the odic ﬂuid, move

our senses have deceived us’!
ed

the table,

or the arm and hand that once were his, why,

indeed, could
organs

it not will

the inhaling

of articulation into action?

muscles and the

Yes, strange though

it seemed, the one was no more unreasonable

than the

other.

We laid the body into a proper position again, re-closed
its eyes, and resumed our seats.
But the spirit—the spirit—whither
was

had

A

now not even within our reach!

was between us

it ﬂown?

It

whole universe

!

My

task is done.
Ihave related the strange occurrences to which I have
been witness during the past forty-eight hours, as faith

What more is there for me to say

0:

an

2

58

‘fully

THE
as lies

nvnxrrur. moms, are.

in my power,—and my duty to the world is

performed.

The Doctor and Mr. H. left me at two this morning,
promising to return at noon. The reader knows the rest.

Five days afterwards, two passed over the hills toward
that silent city, beneath the shade of whose trees and

among whose winding paths all eyes are closed—all hands
are peacefully crossed for ever. And as they left the city

of the living behind them, and the din of its crowded
streets died away in the distance, peace fell upon their
hearts, and I knew they drew closer together, as they
walked hand in hand. It was the blessed Sabbath morn

Nearer and nearer sounded the solemn, mournful
To the elder, it seemed like
roar of the great Paciﬁc.
ing.

the far-heard, commingled

converse

of the innumerable

departed!

Thus they moved in silence, and entered the broad
Path after path they thread
avenue, with sunny hearts.
and at last they stood before a new-made grave.
and on the head
Flowers were freshly planted around
ed,

it,
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Stealthily, hour by hour, has the night stolen away, the
silence only broken by the rustling of my papers.
Janie
still sleeps sweetly and conﬁdingly.
One lock of hair
must I clip from the marble forehead—one single memen
to of the departed for her who is left alone.

stone were graven these simple words:
ae

@aumemnn

one

Tasman»

98

And as the elder threw himself upon the grass, he knew
not which was the fairer—the younger or the flowers she
tripped among.

~

FLOWN
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A SEQUEL
“ When she had

TO

passed,

:

A REVERIE.

“THE EVENTFUL NIGHTS,”

ETC.

it seemed like the ceasing of exquisite music.“

SHE lies in the little chamber.

All

is hushed around

The crimson cords are loosed, and the curtains
They speak in whispers around
hang heavily to the ﬂoor.
me ; the doors are closed noiselessly, and footsteps in the
hall are softened; for they could not but love my orphaned
one—my sweet, my playful, gentle sister. The light falls
crimson around her. Her arms lie folded upon her breast
her.

-—as soft and snowy as the

pillow where rests her head.
And outﬁowing is the wealth of her chestnut ringlets—
how rich, oh! how soft and warm and rich—upon her mar
ble shoulders, how beautiful in their light and shade,
how graceful in their negligence 1 Her lids are closed—

Her lips are parted. And
they do not even tremble.
she lies so still—so fair, and pale, and still—that I can not
And I have just passed noiselessly
think but she is dead.

to the bed-‘side, and I have just leaned forward and listen
ed for hcr breath, and I have just placed a single white
rose upon her breast, that she may know I have watched
Oh! how beautiful is sleep !
her, and am near.
Why do they whisper around me! Why do they look
And
at me so mournfully—so mournfully and silently!

“ THE EVENTFUL
SEQUEL 'ro

60

molars,”

ETC.

why did they move her little stand away,—and why—why

Did he not say there were hopes?
She is very—very still!
How gracefully the tassels fall! How beautiful the
colors of her room ! The crimson and the gold ! Ah, she
rests richly! She shall suﬁ'er no more.
Never again
does she not come?

again shall she wander, obediently and patiently, in the
dark night, for a stranger to come to her lonely home.
Never again shall the tear-drops melt in her mournful

eyes; for I shall kiss them all away. Never again in the
For
chill winter shall her fragile limbs lack raiment.
God will give me strength for her sweet sake.v God shall
give me life and health and strength; and her little room
shall always be next to mine,—shall always be beautiful
as she is beautiful.
The crimson and the gold; and the
white lace canopy above her,—and her little book-case,—
and her play-things,—and, by and by, her little work
table in the corner.Yes, she must not—can not die!
God shall spare her, even for my guilty, guilty sake ! Has
he not already taken father and mother,-—and'shall

he

take the child?

Why haveI lived?

I

see

it—know

it,

She is not left alo_ne,—oh, she is not
alone!
She need not go. has he not reared for her a
protector—a brother? Yes,‘ I shall never ask again,
now.

And God

has spared me, that she may be happy.

In the little chamber;

still!

is

The
And they have all gone, and

She has

And every thing
hushed.
to
smile
And
she
would
begun
again.
clap

open between us.
left us alone in the night.

so statue-like

came in, and run to me for
kiss,—
hour
would
with
her
happy
spend
among

I

I

a

her little hands as
and many

and

is

door

a
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shall she ask for bread—for a single crust from the neigh
‘
Never
bors, because her father is sick, and she is hungry.
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her play-things.
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she lies
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ETC.

so quiet

;

and her

like marble; and her
ringlets lie so peacefully,—that I can not think but she is
dead.
It was a gentle hand that laid them; Iknow it
was no mother’s bench—but it was a gentle, loving hand
that laid them,—and she kissed
and said
“Dear brother, why are you weeping? Have
not
been
The Doctor told me should be
good little girl’!
well soon.
And, then, you shall play with me again

a

It

se’nnight ago, that the mournful rites
were over, and, after they had borne him to his grave,
that we stood together in the silent room.
She knew
seems

but

I

O

shan’t you? and read to me again—about Joseph and his
brethren.”
God! God! Whither shall turn!

I

;

nothing but that he was gone now, and that she was left
alone and so, with the instinct of helplessness and inno
felt that
cence, she looked at me, she scarce knew why;
to me.

And

as

I

she was clinging

moved around the

room, she watched me, or hovered near me, knowing not
what was to be done, nor whither she was to go. Oh,

of uncertainty

!

that sweet face, with its silent expression
'
and mournfulncss

When all was ready,

could not leave, but sat down
moment, and took her into my lap. And as the

I

for

a

leaned forward and wept, she looked into
my face with sympathizing gaze, and almost wept, too,
because
was sad.
At length, as arose, and looked for

I

tears rose, and

I

I

I

the last time upon the bed, now empty, she stood silently
by my side,—-—looked where looked,—put her little hand

in mine, and with the same mournful, uncertain expression

I

led her.
in her eyes, followed, yielding, whithersoever
Her little room
And then she grew cheerful again.
was very pleasant,—and

it
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;

I

a

I

:

it,

face, and neck, and shoulders are so

was next to minc,—-and Mrs.
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B. was very, very kind to her. And her little chair was
next to mine at the table.
And, when the sun-light fell
upon the corner of my book-ease, she knew it was time
for me to come,—and she would watch for me along the
street,—and she would run down to meet me at the door,
and tell me she had been a good girl.
And at last
her little dresses came, and her hat; and she was very
happy, and
. light, and fairy-like : for I had left all these to
Mrs. B. And then, in the evening, I would stay with her.
And when Margaret came for her, she would kneel by
my side, and say her little prayers, and kiss me, and bid
me good night.
Ah !' she was very sweet and sunny to
me,—and I know she loved me,-—and I believe I grew to
be a better man.

And then they told me

Janie was sick,
and had asked for me; and they had sent for the Doctor.

And

one day, that

she was so glad to see me as

I

came in.

And

then,

the windows were darkened; and they were all so kind
to her: and she was very—very grateful.‘ And then, she
sank lower and lower.
last ﬁve nights !
weaker, how have

And

Oh! how I have watched her these
as her voice

grew weaker

and

I

fallen upon my knees in anguish, and
prayed God, that he would but spare her! But, alas!

moved away her little stand; and they have
opened the window; and they are all weeping around me;
and she will never—never take the rose from her breast,
they have

and know that

I

have watched her and am near

!

snounr.

I
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SEQUEL

DURING several months subsequent to the publication

of the above paper in The Pioneer, so much had been
said and written

concerning the article,—-s0 many letters

had been addressed to me on the subject, from

strangers

of the Union,--so gross a blunder
committed by one or two of the leading “ spir
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in different parts
had been

itualist

’;

editors in re-publishing the ﬁction as a narrative

of facts, that

I

decided to write an explanatory communi

cation on the subject to

The communication

Mr. James Gordon Bennett.
was published

in the New- York

Morning Herald of March 12, accompanied by the fol
lowing bricf notice from the editor, namely

:

“ Asromwnmo REVELATION FROM THE SPIRIT

“Tome.—

We publish to-day a curious communication from San
Francisco, which will fall like a bomb-shell into the camp
It appears that some months since,
of the spiritualists.
the writer, Mr. F. C. Ewer, of San Francisco, took it into
his head to prepare for the California Pioneer Magazine a
ﬁction of rather a bold and original conception, undertak
ing to describe the sensations of a dying man during the
moment

of dissolution,

opens to the soul as

it

and sketching the scene which
enters upon its second existence.

two or three months after it was published, the
writer was surprised by receiving a letter from Judge
Edmonds, stating that he had copied the ﬁrst part of it
Some

into the November number

of the Sacred Circle, and

add

ing the astounding fact that he (the Judge) had had seve

64

snqnnr.

“ THE
EVENTFUL

'ro

nrcnrs,” are.

is,

ral spiritual interviews with the defunct ﬁctitious hero of
the narrative, ‘ John F. Lane !’
The best part of the
that the article contains assertions in physics
joke
which are impossible, and which, to minds less eredulous
than those of Judge Edmonds and his fellow dupes, would

have at once suggested doubts as to the sincerity of the
writer. The value attached to the Judge’s adhesion to the
new sect will, after this exposure, be considerably less

can have

very little respect for his professional

acumen.”

Doubtless the New- York Herald of the 12th of March

of nearly all that perused

can not but regard

it

“The Eventful Nights” in The Pioneer.

as proper, that the explanatory

:

by the editor of

A

“To

Editor

of

“ANOTHER BOMBSHELL THROWN INTO THE CAMP
RITUALISTS.
the

“I trust

NUT

the

through

therefore below, merely remarking

that the “heading” was preﬁxed to

Herald; namely

com

relates was ﬁrst presented to

it

give

it

the public.

I

which the article to which

it

should appear in the same medium

munication

the

Nevertheless,

I

has already reached the eyes

FOR.

OF

THE SPI

JUDGE EDMONDS T0 CRACK.

New- York Herald:

in relation

to

a

of the Christian Spiritualist,

a

is

not asking too much to beg the favor of
short space in your columns for an explanation to which
Iﬁnd myself forced by Judge Edmonds and the editor

it
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If his

present convictions have been arrived at on
such loose evidence as the above, we can only say that,
however much we may admire the extent of his faith, we
ened.

ﬁction

prepared by me for The Pioneer Magazine, which, I'must
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say, singularly enough, they have seen ﬁt to re-publish as
fact, and as an evidence in proof of ‘spiritualism,’—thc

a

it

is,

former in his magazine and the latter in his newspaper.
“In order to render the matter clear to you, it
per
haps, necessary for me to state that, in casting about for
struck me that no one had ever passed in
subject,

of

the scenes, so to speak,

which may open to the soul

a

it

I

I

as'it enters upon its second existence.
“
Knowing that the subject would necessarily involve me
in ideas somewhat metaphysical in their character, de
termined, in order to render what had to write the more
with
attractive, to surround
story in the narrative
style.

“My

ﬁrst difﬁculty was to account, apparently, for the
manner in which the strange information concerning death

it

and the physique of the future world was to reach the
occurred to me that the best mode of over~
earth; and
a

ﬁctitious char
coming this difﬁculty would be to assume
acter, describe his death, representing him as conversing
up to the last moment, and then allow him to give the re
‘

a

mainder of his experience of death, and
description of
that which was opening to his gaze, by means of spirit

I

ual manifestations,’ so called.
gave the name of ‘John
F. Lane’ to my leading ﬁctitious character, located the
occurrences in San Francisco,

and

entitled the article,

‘The Eventful Nights of August 20th and 21st.’
was published, received
in which he stated that his

I

it

“Two or three months after

it

a

letter from JudgeEdmonds,
friend in San
attention had been called to the article by
into
Francisco, and that he had copied the ﬁrst half of

a
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2.

a

imagination across the line of the solemn Shadow of Death,
to record what may be the sensations of
dying man
during the moment of dissolution, and to sketch picture

66
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the November number of The Sacred Circle.

This was

quite a surprise to me, but the surprise was as nothing
to my astonishment on being made acquainted by him
with the fact, that he had had several ‘spiritual’ inter
views with my defunct ﬁctitious character, ‘ John F.
'

Lane.’

“I

must confess

the circumstances.

reasons, to adopt the course

of addressing

the public, with

your liberty, through these columns. In the ﬁrst place, if
I am to judge any thing from the numerous letters on the
subject of 'The Eventful Nights’ which I have received
from strangers, the article has gone broadcast over the
In fact, I know this to be the case, from the re-pub
Union.
lications which are before me ; and lean not but feel that
a

be

am the more impelled

I

And in the second place,

it

it,

to
of many who have perused
and believe
narration of facts, should be disabused of their error.

the minds

to the

am taking, inasmuch as the argument used by so
many thousands—namely, that Judge Edmonds has for
years been in the habit of weighing testimony, and that

if

I

step

is

it

is

enough in spiritualism to convince him, ‘there
’—can now be easily refuted.
must be something in
The fact
made too evident for contradiction, that he has
there

as

a

shown himself to the thousands who look for and implicitly
believe his views on the subject, and to the world at large,
man incapable

of weighing testimony touching spirit

is

ualism, carefully; and not only one whose mind can be
easily t0ssed about by the designing, but, as in this in
anxious to deceive himself.
stance, to be one who

“Had
‘
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Edmonds; but on

I scarcely knew what step to take under
At ﬁrst I was about to write to Judge
maturer thought, I decided, for several

he

spiritualism,’

merely re-published an imaginary

case

of

which contained no assertions in physics
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in themselves, or which, granting the correct
‘
’
ness of the ‘ spiritualist theory, might have occurred, the
blunder would not have been so unfortunate for him as a
leader in the new theory.
He could only have been
charged with indecent haste in accepting testimony.
“ But how
utterly incompetent he is_to stand prominent
among what has become a very numerous sect in America
—how utterly unworthy he is of wielding the wide and in
impossible
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creasing inﬂuence he unquestionably

wields— will be

plainly seen by any calm, thinking man, who may peruse
‘The Eventful Nights of August 20th and 21st.’
“How stands the case? In the ﬁrst place, the article
contains assertions in physics which can not, in the nature
of things, be true. For instance, a circumstance is re
corded which, stripped of all surroundings, and reduced to
plain English, amounts simply to this: that a magnetic
needle turned away from its place at the north, and went
round to the south-west point with a jerk, several times,
and of its own accord.
Why,- it seems to me almost in
credible

that this fact alone should not have sufﬁced to

stagger the Judge’s credulity, great even as he has shown
it to be.

“In

the second place, any one who is not over-anxious

to

believe in spiritualism—who is not willingly blind-would
hardly fail to see that the article, as a whole, is the argu
ment reductio ad absurdum—to be applied to spiritualism.
I assume the ground of the spiritualists, namely, that allmat
ter conducts this mysterious ‘ odic ﬂuid,’ and that it is the
necessary condition to interlie between mind and matter,
to enable the disembodied

soul to move matter, as the

embodied mind moves the arm or foot; and, ﬁnally, at

of the article, show to what an absurdity these
positions will lead, namely, that the departed soul will have
the close

68
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overits dead body, which common sense and the
auniversal experience of mankind teach it does not and can
not have.
For, while the ‘ circle ’ present at Lane’s death
are charging the table all night with the ‘odic ﬁuid,’ they
a power

unconsciously charge Lane’s entire corpse, which, after his
soul has given all - the information promised, suddenly
the conversation by rising bolt upright in the
bed, opening its eyes, and announcing that the soul feels
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interrupts

itself at that instant dying very suddenly in the _next
world, and passing into a third state of existence. And
yet, instead of seeing this absurdity, Judge Edmonds,
forsooth, clutching tightly his premises, moves placidly,
like a sheep to the slaughter, into any ridiculous conclusion
to which his assumptions may lead him.
“Nor is this all that should have arrested the attention

of
of the Christian Spirit

the Judge, of his collaborateur
ualist, and of the spiritualists generally.

The very com

purporting to come from Lane, present a
theory with regard to the Creator, the soul, this world, the
next, etc., utterly contrary to the theory maintained by
the spiritualists.
Lane, for instance, denies that the soul
munications

is etherealized matter, and that

it

has shape;

he denies

that the immaterial particle occupies time to pass through
‘
space—(that if it doesn’t know,’ fors00th, whether our
are well or not, it can ‘ g0 and see,’ and
He denies that one must be
return and let us know.’)

absent friends
‘

come purer and better before he can advance from one
state of existence to another hereafter, etc., etc.
And yet
Judge Edmonds, in his infatuation, and his brother editor

of the Spiritualist, in his infatuation, have blindly re-pub
lished as true, and corroborative of their theory, an article
distinctly announcing a theory before which their own
’
‘
magniﬁcent hierarchy of spheres and‘ circles,’ and their

saqunr

To
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must utterly fall.
It really
these astute investigators had adopted what

own ﬁne-drawn materialism,
seems

as

if

the Frenchman called the Americans’
.

motto,

‘

Go ’head—

no mind.’

“I might allude

to the ill-disguised differences of style be
tween Lane’s remarks, the remarks of another spirit, and
the narrator’s remarks, as well as to other internal evi
dences,

going plainly to show that the article could not

have been a narration

of facts; but will only make

one
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more statement in this connection.

“Not to go into

according to the theory de
veloped in The Eventful Nights,’ the soul, at death, passes
into a second state of existence, as different from this as
minutiae,

‘

extension is from weight, and, in the‘process of time, dies
there, and passes on to a third state, as different from the
ﬁrst and second as the color blue is from a mass meeting;
and so on, there being no possible intercommunieation be
tween the spirits in the third state and men upon earth.

And yet Judge Edmonds,
statement,

according

while he publishes as true a

to which

he could

have had no

‘

spiritual’ intercourse whatever with Lane—even granting
that such a character had ever existed—gives to the world
a communication from him.
“That those who stand at the head of a class of religion
ists in America numbered by thousands—that those who
are the Sir Oracles of ‘ spiritualists ’—should have repul»
lished in their own journals, as a remarkable proof in
favor of their theory, an article which, as a whole, is an
argument

against themselves

;

which, besides, contains

statements in physics that could not be true, and which, in
addition to this, propounds a theory before which their
own must utterly

fall; and, to crown all, should report

a

conversation which they have just announced could not

7O
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have taken place—seems almost too ridiculous for belief.
The whole affair is too glaring an evidence—l will not say
‘
against spiritualism ’—but of the blindness of its devo
tees, to justify my taking any other step than that of ex
posing it to the world.

“ To

complete this singular history, allow me to state that
Judge Edmonds, in laying before his readers the ﬁrst half
of my article, publishes the letter from his friend, Mr
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J. E.

Austin, of this city, with a statement that he gives
the article for what it is worth.
In his December num
ber, however, he publishes the conclusion, with a preﬁx,
in which he says, that although some who have read the
article doubt its truth, there is nothing in it too marvellous
for him to believe ; and, ﬁnally, settles the matter, so far

by an additional preﬁx, dated Novem
ber 4, in which he publishes a report of a spiritual con
versation about the affair between himself and Lane, con
taining, among other curious announcements from the
latter, a promise to the effect that further communications
I merely desire, by
were to come from him through me.
way of parenthesis, to inform Judge Edmonds and his
friends that I said all Iwished to say in ‘The Eventful
Nights’—that I consider Mr. John F. Lane exceedingly
dead, and that I do not intend to write another ﬁction in
as he is concerned,

which he shall ﬁgure.
'

“I

ﬁnd also, that after the second half had been re-pub
lishcd in the Sacred Circle, the editor of the Christian

Spiritualist, for fear it should not be thoroughly placed
in the new doctrines, and those who
Were wavering, re-published it again, and, to settle all cavil,
writes an article nearly a column long, to prove that it is

before the believers

utter folly to disbelieve in ‘The Eventful Nights’ as a nar

ration cf facts.
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I am encroaching on your space, but the posi
I ﬁnd myself demands a word or two more

of explanation from me.
“ Mr. A. states in his letter that there is ‘much doubt ex
isting in the minds of some of our community as to
whether said article is ﬁction or fact ;’ that he knows me,
and believes me to be ‘entirely incapable of giving publi
cation to so important a falsehood as this would be were

I
to do so much injury.’
ﬁnd myself, therefore, reduced by this either to the neces
and one calculated

of remaining silent, and 'thereby implying that ‘Thc
Eventful Nights’ is a narration of facts, or to the disa

sity

greeable necessity of obtruding myself upon the public
with the announcement that the article is a ﬁction, and

contradicts itself, and therefore can not possibly be true.
is

a

I

have

a

perfect right to weave this theory
the argument reductz'o
ﬁction which, as
whole,

believe that
into

I

a

I

is,

with an explanation, to clear up my character for veracity.
I conceive that I have a perfect right, as a truthful man, to
propound a theory whichl have never seen in print before,
and which I believe may not be without interest t0'some
-—to hold up (even at a charge of arrogance) the result of
an unaided mind on earth, in contrast with a theory pur
porting to come from a world beyond the grave—to con
as think, consistent in all its parts,
trast a theory which
and, to say the least, not impossible, with
theory which

a

a

ad absurdum, to be applied against spiritualism, without
man regardless
subjecting myself to the charge of being
shall say no more on this
of the high dictates of truth.
have become inter
point here; but propose, now that
woven with the spiritualists, to treat the matter more at
length, through the pages of my own periodical.
“Mr. Austin also writes that the little girl—alluding to

I

I
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Little Janie,’ another character in the
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living at
the house where I resided, and that I am a ‘ writing
This reminds me very forcibly of the story of
medium.’
‘
the Three Black Crows,’ and only shows how eager spirit
tale—~was

It is but
ualists are to believe what they wish to be true.
another evidence that their investigations are searches, not
It may not
after truth, but after proofs for their theory.
be irrelevant for me to say that after the article was pub
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if

Ihappened to be in a ball-room where there was
a little girl, or was anywhere in the neighborhood of a
little girl, the question was frequently asked, ‘Is that little
Jane Lane 2’ And it is probable that Mr. Austin’s story
lished,

originated from the fact that at the house where I occupied
a room there was a little girl, an adopted daughter of the

With regard to my being a ‘ writing medium,’
landlady.
had never had any hesitancy in saying that my hand was

I

at times moved in a very singular manner, without any
And I may
direct volition on my part, to my knowledge.
also take this occasion to say that, after months of calm
investigation,

I could

and can discover no evidence

interposition of disembodied

souls.

My

of

the

hand has never

given me information of any importance whatever, although
I have given it a fair chance, and has never answered any
test question correctly. On the contrary, by careful intro
spection and delicate memory, I have been able to trace
every answer which it has penned while in this abnormal
I can
condition to the indirect action of my own mind.

of course,

with the same positiveness with
which I can state that this paper is before me; but I state
it with the same positiveness with which I can assert any
'
fact of memory.
“If Mr. Austin had made inquiries—as he should have
not,

state this

done—he would have found

as

others did, that there was

smear.

ro “run EVENTFUL
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no house in the locality designated as the spot where Lane
died.
“ But all this is as
naught. Whatever conﬁdence Judge
Edmonds may have had in the coolness and judgment of
his friend,

gentleman’s statement regarding
the doubt existing here, should have suﬁiced to lead him
to caution.
But, this out of the question, I can not con
the

latter

above, as so plainly indicating that it could not be a nar
ration of facts—that ‘the wayfaring men, though fools,
could not err therein.’

“The grammatical errors that have crept into

the article

during the last six months, I propose to say nothing about;
but I conceive it to be proper to remark, that the title

I

‘

Wonderful Revela
tions—The Eventful Nights,’ etc., nor ‘ Wonderful but
True; or, The Eventful Nights,’ etc., into which it has been
variously altered by other hands, but simply, ‘The Event
ful Nights of August 20th and 21st.’
F. C.
Ewan.
I
“ San Francisco, Feb.
1855.”
gave to the article was not

’7,

which

That the above letter should enter quite fully into par
to be proper from the fact that

it

ticulars, and appear to some unnecessarily long, seemed

would probably be read

ful Nights,” and who knew I nothing

of

by many, who had never seen nor heard of “The Event
the circumstances

below,

a

With regard to few repetitions, which will doubtless meet the eye of the reader
connected with the ﬁction.

it
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ceive how any thing could have weighed an iota against the
’
‘
glaring internal evidences in The Eventful Nights noted

should be borne in mind, also, that the several

.
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TO

papers which make up this article were penned at differ
ent times, and addressed to different sets

I

of readers.

understand that the ﬁction, to which the above letter

relates, has been considered, by some, as bearing a close

similarity to “Facts in the case of M. Valdemar,” by

afterI had published a ﬁction
entitled “ The Great Order of The Cave,” as a handmaiden
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Edgar Allan Poe.

to

Indeed,

“The Eventful Nights,” (the latter taking in its range

the whole

and the

heavens,

former

whole

the

earth,)

journal of this city, The Wide West, inti
mated that I was evidently aspiring to be the “ Poe of the
an ably edited

Paciﬁc.”

It is proper for me to
the ﬁrst part

of

the ﬁction and a

I

friend, to whom
me, that

state, that after

I

portion of the second, a

had written, remarked to

was rather surprised, but requested her

to say nothing more, since

I

I

preferred to ﬁnish the ﬁction

heard or read any thing which might inﬂuence me,

even unconsciously to myself.

It is

a melancholy admis

sion for me to make, perhaps, but the truth
read any thing of Poe’s, save

Bells.”

had prepared

it bore resemblance, in some respects, to one of

Poe’s papers.
before

I

read what

I

So soon as

I

is,I

had never

“The Raven” and “The

had completed

“The Eventful

Nights,” I purchased his entire works, and read the article
to which allusion

has

been made above.

There were

some three or four points of similarity between Poe’s
“Valdemar” and “ The Eventful Nights,” it is true, but

\
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/

any reader who has perused both can not but have seen,
that the few respects in which the two bore resemblance

to each other, were, so far as my article is concerned, of
very slight moment, as compared with the important
respects in which they utterly differed.
article

consisted in the fact that, through the process

Mesmerizing,

of

which was attempted in articulo mortis as

an experiment, Valdemar’s
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of Poe’s

The gist

soul still remained attached

In the case of

to the body after the latter was dead.

“The Eventful Nights,”

on the contrary,

Lane

died a

natural death,described his sensations through spiritualism,

of

and announced to us the condition

Finding, however, that—although
the rear

the great

Future.

at a far distance

of Poe’s—my mind was apt to run in

a

in

similar

train of thought, I considered it as absolutely essential
for me to read all that he had ever written, in order not
to meet him, even
ﬁction that

I

in unimportant

particulars,

might write subsequently.

in any

The reader may

therefore judge of my surprise, on ﬁnding myself charged

with precisely that'which
So many interesting

1

most desired to avoid.

facts

and letters had collected

around “ The Eventful Nights,” that in order to preserve
those which had not already been lost or destroyed, and
to put them into a compact form,

I

gathered them into

a

private volume for my library, believing, moreover, that
such a volume would be entertaining to my relatives and
more intimate friends.

76

snqunr.

r0 “.rnn nvnxrrun rooms,” are.

Among other things in the book is a paper showing
~

the analytical and synthetical process of my mind during
the writing of the article; which I prepared under the
conviction that the volume would not be complete, unless

it contained a recounting of the motives which led me to
write the ﬁction, and a history, so to speak, of its concep
tion and composition.
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Ihave been advised by

a number

of friends—one

or

two 6f whom, on reading the paper, recognized the pro

of mind recounted, (having

been kind enough to sit
”
“
and allow me to “ talk at ”
patiently through my calls
cess

them, before writing the ﬁction)—I have been advised,

I

say, by these and several others to extract the paper from
the volume

and lay

that peculiar
better

if

species

it before the public. Members of
of bores who can get along much

they utter their thoughts

aloud, half to them

selves and half to some one else, while arranging
gument or conceiving
1

a

ﬁction,

an ar.

will understand well what

intend to imply by the somewhat colloquial phrase

“ talk at.”

The pronoun in the ﬁrst person is necessarily repeated
While there would be
innumerable times in the paper.
nothing objectionable

in this, so long as the article re

mained private and open to the perusal
and friends only,

I

can not,

of my relatives

of course, but feel that in pre

it to the world, I lay myself open to a charge of
But recent events have called “The Eventful
egotism.
senting

Nights”

so

prominently before the public, that I am not

.
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advisable for me to explain

be

myself even more fully thanI have done in the letter

it seems to be believed by
many in the States, who did not credit “The Eventful
”
Nights as a narrative of facts, that I wrote it while in a
given above, particularly since

of opium, or something of

trance, or under the inﬂuence

It is to satisfy

that sort.

such, as

well as to explain my

I

have decided to under
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self fully, once and for all, that

of

go the opprobrium
the advice

a charge

of egotism, and follow

of my friends, by giving extracts from the

paper above alluded

to, as contained among the manu

The article is entitled:

scripts in my private volume.

COMPOSITION

THE

or

TIIE EVENTFUL
SHOWING

THE

NIGHTS

ANALYTICAL

AND

THE WRITING

OF

0F

AUGUST

SYNTHETICAL
THE

20

PROCESS

AND

21:

DURING

ARTICLE.

I

FREELY confess, that the idea of preparing the present
paper was suggested by an article of Edgar A. Poe’s, en

titled “The Philosophy of Composition,” in which he
describes the modus of construction, which ended in the
“
production of The Raven.”
I have for years—I may say from early boyhood—been
in the habit of watching the operations and changes of my
mind.

I

could sit down and trace most

of the actions of

well as unimportant—to the
motives and combinations of motives from which they
my

life—important

as

t
'78

“ THE EVENTFUL
SEQUEL T0

moms,” ETC.

of my mind prior to and dur
composition of “The Eventful Nights,” having a

sprang, and the operations
ing the

bearing upon that article, are so vivid in my memory, that
I can lay them bare to whomsocver the exposure may
promise entertainment.
In his “ Philosophy of Composition,”

Poe says:

given to the world, I am much at a loss to say—but, perhaps, the enter
ial vanity has had more to do with the omission than any other cause.
Most writers—poets in especial—prefer having it understood that

they compose by a species of ﬁne frenzy—an ecstatic intuition—and
would positively shudder at letting the public take a peep behind the
scenes, at the elaborate and vacillating crudities of thought—at the
glimpses

of,

true purposes seized only at the last moment—at the innumerable
idea that arrived not at the maturity of full view—at the

fully matured fancies discarded in despair
polations—in

a

cautious selections

as unmanageable—at

at the wheels and

pinions—the tackle for

step-ladders and demon-traps—the

the red paint and black patches which, in ninety-nine
hundred,

the

and rejections-Fat the painful erasures and inter

word,

seene-shii'ting—the
-

cock‘s feathers,
cases out of the

constitute the properties of the literary histrio.”

I

“
Although this was suggested by Poe’s
Philosophy of
Composition,” the mental process which used in the pre
“
paration of The Eventful Nights” was by no means

I

(I

am ashamed to confess) the
suggested by Poe, since
article was entirely written before
read Poe’s works.

But the analogy which existed between Poe’s process of
mind in writing “The Raven,” and my own‘in writing
“The Eventful Nights,” was so striking, and Poe’s article
interested me so much, that

I
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“I have often thought how interesting a magazine paper might be
written by any author who would—that is to say, who could—detail,
step by step, the process by which any of his compositions attained
its ultimate point of completion.
Why such a paper has never been

determined for once wittingly

to act upon his hint—follow in his footsteps and record

SEQUEL

T0

“

THE EVENTFUL
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my own mental operations, as he had recorded his, in the
belief that, as the “ Philosophy of Composition” had been
entertaining to me, this might not be without interest to
some others.

*

*

*

a

it

*
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In casting about for a subject, my great aim was origi
nality. I determined to write nothing—rather than follow
in the footsteps of another. Ihave no sympathy for those
would-be authors who run about to ring the thousandth
change where nine hundred and ninety-nine have been rung

already.

Give me vileness with originality rather than

The former has at least something
respectable triteness.
to recommend it—the latter nothing.

While searching for
which

I

a subject,

I

remembered a lecture

had delivered before the Sacramento Mercantile

Library Association in June, 1851—the subject of which
was “The Universalities of Nature.” In it I had stated
that there were certain conditions in nature underlying it
and running up through all things.

There were Motion-—

-—

Connection—Beauty—The Arch—
Forms—Harmony
and Eternity.
So that the sentence by which we may

describe the universe is “ Connected and beautiful forms

I
moving harmoniously in arches through all eternity.”
could not but feel that there was some originality in the

lecture—at least, I had never seen the same thoughts in
print nor heard them from the lips of others. It suggested
itself to me that what I had said in the lecture was but a

of the system which I had believed, and which Imight
And at ﬁrst I had an
develop clearly by a little thought.
It would
idea of presenting that system to the public.
part

be new, and might at least satisfy some who were in doubt
But although I much
as to what they should believe.

80
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a

it

it,
I

desired to publish
could not but feel that
was of
too metaphysical and dry
character to attract the atten
tion of the general reader.

For
a

should adopt some
subject which was very prominently before the community
as

success

I

the most complete

matter of discussion, and combine originality with

At

the same time

struck me that no writer had ever

a

a

soul through the gates of death and into the re
gions beyond—that no one had ever described what maybe
the sensations and thoughts of dying man from the time
carried

when

he ceases to

speak—his experience immediately
after death, and the strange condition of affairs to which
the departed spirit may ﬁrst awake.
Here, at least, was

an attractive and—what was

of all importance—untrodden

determined in an instant to enter upon

could desire.

it,

I

I

ﬁeld before me, with all the breadth that

but at the

Idid

not wish to give up the idea of presenting
my system of former belief to the public, for the good of
whom
immediately saw that
might concern; and

I

I

it

same time

could combine the two, and at the same time gain another

of the time

would describe

a

determined,

has taken the reader to peruse them.

therefore, to write an article, in which

I

ﬁftieth

dying man, who should converse with me

up to the time when his tongue should cease to act, and
give me the remainder of his experience of death, together
with description of that to which he was awakening, by
a

means

of spiritual manifestations.

My lecture

and former

system of belief could then come from him as communi
cations, with
temporary effect upon the reader’s mind,
a

_

it

a

a

point, by interweaving
subject which was agitating men’s
minds to remarkable degree—the subject of spiritualism.
These thoughts passed through my mind in about one

I
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arising from the fact of its having apparently all the au
thority of an announcement from the mighty spirit land.

I

foresaw that my great difﬁculty would be to create in
imagination a state of things—a physique, so to speak—
for the world after death, which should be entirely original,
totally different from the condition of affairs surrounding
us here—as

totally different as is the spirit from the body
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—but which at the same time would not be impossible.
Feeling conﬁdent, however, that when it should become
necessary for me to describe such a state of things,I could
in some way, I knew not how, accomplish the desideratum

I

little thought to it at the time.
The article would depend for its success upon the ex

to my satisfaction,
cellence

gave

of two distinct effects—ﬁrst, that to be produced

from a description of death; second, that to be produced by
the development of a new and complete theory of the In
ﬁnite God, his works, and the connection between his works

The latter was somewhat metaphysical, and
I foresaw that it would be necessary for me to bring to
bear what of ability was within me so to attract the interest
of the general reader to the ﬁrst half, as to induce him to
read the last half, which would not otherwise be perused
and himself.

At the same time I felt that however much the
by him.
ﬁrst half might attract for the moment, the real value of
the article would depend almost entirely upon the origi
nality and consistency of the last half.

I

had enough to do to succeed in bringing
about the effect of the article by carrying the man throughv
death; and I approached with determination the more
Meanwhile,

minute portions of my work.
The ﬁrst point that arose was, what should be the cha
racter

of the recital rl--should it bear about it the ﬁctitious

air, or not?

The answer was clear.

For

eﬁ'ect’s sake,

it
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The great
should by all means be written as a narrative.
point that I was to bear in mind was, therefore, a combi
The next question
nation of probability with originality.
was, should the party whose dying is to be described, be
an acquaintance of mine or a stranger. to me?
For ob
vious reasons, which will appear from a perusal of “ The
Eventful Nights,” I decided that the effect would be
heightened were the ﬁctitioiis character represented as a
stranger to me. How then was I to know that he was in

The most probable way was through
a note sent to me by him.
At ﬁrst,I thought the note
should be brought by a little boy; but it struck me the
reader would be apt to be rather more interested in a
little girl, as the more delicate of the two, and I promptly
dying condition”.t

It was at this point that I determined
adopted the latter,
to relieve the article from its sombre cast, and to add

I

very prominent

I

element in

could make spiritu
and

so

write

it

alism

of good, provided

it,

made the means

it

It

a

it

1

a

it,

thread of pathos through its
by weaving
entire length.
The father must be in indigent circum
stances.
The little girl must be in want. A wife would
be in the way, and would complicate matters too much.
The little daughter would be‘the sole companion of the
dying man. Although poor, he must be educated, for he
He must live
had important truths to acquaint me with.
in some cheap tenement on the outskirts of the city.
But as the article opened before me in this condition,
did not fail to see that
would be little else than an
And for day or two gave up all thoughts
enormous lie.
of writing it.
struck me, however, that
might be
interest to

a

as
a

to deceive at ﬁrst, but to appear very evidently, on
second and more careful perusal, to be the argument
reductio ad absurdum, to be applied

to spiritualism.

lt
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might awaken the eyes of some to the fact that they had
been in the habit of accepting testimony touching the new
It might show them to
doctrines, with too little thought.
how great a‘degree they were anxious to believe, rather
than properly to search for the truth.

I resumed the matter again, and decided not only to
make the whole paper the reductio ad absurdum, but to
leave concealed improbabilities in the article which would
be so great as to amount very nearly, if not quite, to
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impossibilities.

This suggested to me the self-moving compass, an
account of which appears in the early part of the story.
The house, too, where the scene occurred, should be near
others, and yet no neighbors should visit the dying man
to furnish him with any thing to eat, or in fact to offer the
It would not be proper to
slightest humane attention.
locate the scene upon a lot where a tenement stood, lest
the owner or occupant should object.
I thought of select
ing my own lot, south-west corner of Sacramento and
Hyde streets. But it was too near town, and many might
remember that there was no house there.
For while
keeping in mind the necessity of improbabilities, I did not
wish to sacriﬁce the verisimilitude of the article, upon
which in no small degree depended its success.
I then
decided upon a location in the vicinity of Yerba Buena

Cemetery, believing that if I could conceal any appearance
of effort in locating the scene there, the solemnity of the
place would have a slight effect upon the mind of the
reader, the cause of which would not be noted by him at
the time.

For success,I depended in no small degree

upon the number, rather than the intensity of the effects,
which I should thus seek to produce prior to the climax

of the ﬁction.

I

consulted a map at Wainwright

dz

Ran

'
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McAllister street, (facing

the cemetery,) upon which there was no tenement.

question then arose—Why should Lane send for

The

It now struck me, that,
than any one else?
from the importance of the information to be gained from
me, rather
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him, the reader would think it natural that the spirits
should desire its publication, that they should acquaint
Lane (who of course must be a believer in spiritualism)

with the fact that he was to be the medium of presenting
to the world important information, and instruct him to
send for an editor, or some one who had access to the
columns

of

a paper.

As I have said, I had

been the sub

ject of some little remark in 1852 from my connection
with the spiritualists, having been considered as weak
It would
headed enough to believe in the new doctrines.
not be improbable that he, being a spiritualist, had heard
of me, and if he were represented as unacquainted person

ally with any editor, it would be the most natural thing
in the world for him to send for me. Here the idea that
the spirits would know of his decision, and that they might
be represented to use the compass to endeavor to com
municate to me the fact I was to go out in a south-west
direction to Lane’s house, occurred to me.

The sympathies of the reader must be gradually awak
ened for the little girl by slight circumstances, and must
be made eventually to cluster strongly around her. To
She
begin with, she must hunt me up in this great city.
must be old enough to be able to go upon such an errand,
and yet too young to render her father any material
assistance in his sickness. She must persevere in the
search

for me, but not ﬁnd my whereabouts until about

dusk, when the little one must hasten back, through the
darkness, over the lonesome hills, to her poor dying father
.

\
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her far-away home.
There would be no apparent
effort in this—it was natural, and at the same time it

—,-to

would tend gradually

to awaken the sympathies

of the
‘

reader:

The next thought that I had about the matter was, that
it would by no means be proper for me to go out to the
house, and allow the man to die like a dog, without assist

I

should have witnesses, and one of these
should clearly be a physician.
Some little skill was to
be exercised in keeping from the reader the object of my
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ance.

Besides,

visit to Lane’s house, and at the same time letting drop
casually a sufﬁcient motive for my being accompanied
while there with friends.
The necessity of witnesses

Accordingly, I opened the
matter to
, and
, told them the plan of my arti
cle, and asked them if they had any objection to my using
their names in it. They said that they had none, andI
determined to make them my companions in the ﬁctitious
‘
adventures.
Subsequently, however, while writing the
article, I changed my mind with regard to this, as I saw
that it would give the paper too near an approach to a lie.
seemed, however, to be clear.

I rejected real characters for companions, and selected the
“ Dr. L;,”
ﬁctitious titles of “Mr. H.” and
believing that
“
Well, if this were true—if Mr. E.
the reader would say,
were sincere in this matter, of course he would have given
the names in full of parties to whom we could refer.”
My next point was—How should the whole article be
'planned, to be the argumentum reductio ad absurdum?
Brief thought enabled me to decide upon adopting the
”
grounds of the spiritualists—that the “odic ﬂuid is gene
rated in the human system—that all things conduct it—
that it is the necessary condition to interlie between mind
and matter to erable the former to will the latter into
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motion—and then show to what an absurdity this theory
would lead, by representing Lane’s corpse, which of
course is matter, as thoroughly charged by us with the
ﬂuid, during our ﬁnal experiments; as bursting open the
top of the coﬂin while we were hearing him in the midst

of

crowd (attracted

zontal position, while we stood with the cofﬁn in our arms
gazing upward at it; as changing gradually in its upward
course from the horizontal to a perpendicular position;

.

and as ﬁnally (its grave-clothes ﬂuttering in the wind)
entering a small white cloud, which in its course from the

it out of our- sight into the
western horizon.
This plan I adhered to without a thought
of changing
until the second part was nearly written,
when
became convinced that
would not be an appro’

it

it,

east across the heavens bears

I

I

a

priate and digniﬁed conclusion to that which preceded—
that with
the paper, as
work of art, would not be con
sidered as successful. Acting upon this belief drew my

it

that portion of the conclusion which
had
already writteh, and wrote that conclusion which appeared
in print—giving (in accordance with the theory of the

I

pen through

spiritualists) Lane’s soul that power of motion over his
dead body, which, from what preceded, would not strike
the reader as being equally ridiculous as impossible,
while at the same time
was
power which common
experience

selected,

from the fact that

it

soul does not and can not have.
complete close to the article.

of mankind teach

the

This conclusion was also
would put
natural and
a

sense and the universal

a

it

‘For

Lane were repre
sented as still having the power to commune with us, the
close of the article would have the appearance of depend

if
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to the spot) towards his grave in
Yerba Buena; as rising (of course by means of the willing
of hosts of departed spirits)—as rising slowly in a hori
a
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ing entirely upon my will, and the reader might still
desire and expect further communications at some subse
quent time.
But to resume.
over.

I now reviewed the work I had gone

The climax of the ﬁction was to be the announce

ment- that Lane, during the process of dying and entering
the other world, should, through spiritual “tippings,” give
us his sensations, and describe to us that to which he was

The article must be toned gradually up until
awakening.
this point was gained. The nature of the climax was to
be entirely concealed

prior to its announcement, while at

time such hints were to be dropped as would
arouse the reader’s wonder and curiosity.
Although the
the same

climax would occur early in the ﬁction, comparatively, the
reader would not be satisﬁed, as he would still wish to
read on and learn what was the experience of Lane while
Had the article been
dying, and what he saw after death.

I

it,

different in this respect, I should not have attempted to write
since
could have anticipated nothing else than failure.
The article would be in two distinct parts, each complete
in itself—the ﬁrst containing the story of Lane’s death,

the

second,

the theory

of Deity, Here and

Hereafter.

do was to

try.

could

in hand.
Of course,l

had now proceeded sufﬁciently far to take pen
a

difﬁculty met me at the threshold.
desired that the article should be read.

It

But

hazardous experiment, and the least

I

whole was

a

The latter would depend for its success upon originality
of idea, strangeness, clearness, and beauty of diction. The

I

should be so

commenced, therefore, as strongly to attract the reader’s
attention at the very outset. The ﬁrst line should be

if

he would be likely to
anyone glanced at
read the whole sentence.
This should be so written as to
such, that

it,
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entice him into reading the second, which should only
awaken his attention the more; so that the ﬁrst paragraph

would perhaps cause him to settle himself in his chair for
at least a page or so.
Accordingly, for my opening sentence I penned the fol
lowing, namely:

“I

am about to undertake

—to which

I believe,
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as,

I

,
a task—here in the silence

feel impelled by a combination

never surrounded

of

of this

circumstances,

room
such

mortal man before.”

Having satisﬁed myself that this would have the de
sired

effect7

I

endeavored to awaken the reader the more

to a wish to peruse what was to succeed, by the follow
ing, namely

:

“I am hurried to its accomplishment—to the unburdening of my
mind from certain strange intelligence—not only on account of an
express order which I have received, the nature and particulars of

I

which will more fully appear below, but because
feel that I can
only relieve my mind from its insufferable weight by laying before
the public the occurrences of the last two nights.”

-

Thinking that these two sentences would accomplish
my purpose—that I was perhaps sure of the reader’s
attention for at least a page or so, I decided so to write
that page—to give the reader such glimmerings merely
of some strange important matter that was to follow, as
to induce him fairly to compose himself to accompany
where I should lead him, even though it were through the
drier parts of my recital.

I

fancied myself; as the narrator, seated in Lane’s room,
the description of which sprang into my mind at once

from I know not what source.

I

fancied myself as having

just taken my pen after the occurrences, to write the very

“ THE nvnnrrun moms,” are.
smear. r0

I

article which

three pages
own room.

described my posi
sensations, keeping in view the fact

any
In this condition

I

of manuscript.)

of the important points

I

wrote the page, (about

was,

in fact, seated in my

But so vivid were my feelings, that I actually

felt as though
to describe.
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I

was about to write.

tion and imagined
that I was not to pree'xpose

of the article.

89

I had witnessed
I heard my own

the occurrences

I

was about

loud breathings as I stated,
and involuntarily turned round with a shudder towards
my bed with a feeling which some may understand when

I say it was akin to

I

might see the body
of a man lying there, lifeless and grim. I should say that
during this“ time, I kept in mind that I should so write as
a mad wish that

to lead the reader to suppose perhaps that a murder had
been committed.
I imagined the child seated on a box at

of my bed behind me, and as ﬁnally stealing to
me, putting her arms around my neck, and saying, in sim
the foot

ple tones and language
“What

-

:

are you writing, sir?

Come with me;

I am very lonesome.

Come to father and make him talk.”

I

wrote on that—“I kissed her upon her fair white fore
head and said: ‘ Hush child!
Father will not speak to us

You shall go with me to-morrow,
any more to-night.
and we’ll take father with us’”—when I burst into tears

“I

I wrote, that
led her back to her seat and
myself.
turned quiekly——for the tears were gushing to my eyes,”
when I threw down the pen, unable from excitement to

write any more that night. I could not but feel satisﬁed
that I had attained the effect desired; for if I (foolishly
enough, it must he confessed) had been moved to tears, it
was reasonable to suppose that the reader’s mere interest

would be excited sufﬁciently to induce him to accompany

90
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me over the commencement proper of the article, which
was now about to follow, and so far beyond, that he would
begin to rise towards the climax with me, and not leave
me until he had ﬁnished at least the ﬁrst half of the
article.
The next evening I sat down to my work to pen the com
mencement proper of the ﬁction.
The reader will see that
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there remains little else for me to say, save to record a few
incidents that occurred during the writing of the paper, and
to note one or two other changes in the minutiae of the plan
at ﬁrst decided upon, which occurred to me while com
posing.

_'

[need not say why the dash at the scientiﬁc was made
at the commencement proper of the recital.
Ineed not
say that the parenthesis occurring in the ﬁrst sentence of
that commencement, namely, “I will not (at least upon this
occasion) go into the rationale of spiritualism,” was insert
ed to gain

though
but as

I

I

a slight

had said,

effect

“Well, I

upon

the

reader’s mind—as

can not stop now to do this,

am thoroughly committed to the new doctrines, I
may as well, after publishing one paper, undertake the
matter seriously.”
Such facts will be sufﬁciently clear
without a hint from me.
above for the insertion
that

it would

In addition to

the reasons given

of the spiritguided compass, I felt

act upon the sentiment

of the superstitious in

the reader, already prepared from what had gone before
to be awakened, and would, at the same time, be to him,
should he review the article carefully after reading it once,
a most positive

evidence of its ﬁctitious

character.

The

tea-poy, statuette, cross, etc., were actually in my room
as I described them.
The name of “Little Janie” was
adopted principally from the fact that there was no strain
ing for effect in it.
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When the article was advanced to the point where the
narrator and his friends had reached the house, a diﬁiculty
occurred to me which I had not thought of before. I saw
that

it was necessary for me to write in four different styles,

namely, ﬁrst, the style of the narrative, which from the fact
that it was represented as written late at night and hastily,

of simplicity and carelessness about it;
style of Lane while living, serious and im

should have an air
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second, the

pressive; third, the style of the spirit who announces
what is to be done; and, fourth, the style of Lane while in
the

For the style of the unknown spirit, I
For the style of
short disconnected sentences.

spirit land.

affected

affected—if I may use that convenient
and expressive term—the “ hyfalutin’.”
But the ﬁrst part
Lane after death,

I

of the paper succeeded so fully in permanently deceiving
large numbers, thatl became alarmed, and concluded to
leave the internal evidence of the ﬁctitious nature of the
article more apparent in the last half, by attempting no
The diﬁiculty of accounting
disguises of style whatever.

for my exact repetition of Lane‘s words, was easily over
come by representing Lane—in view of the importance of
our interview—as

instructing us to note down upon the
spot all that was said or done.
Lane’s ﬁrst conversation with me was inserted, that I
might have an opportunity of showing the reader that the
narrator, after investigation, had not been a victim of

spiritualism—that therefore his narration was at least
worthy of respectful consideration; and that I might also
have an opportunity of preparing the disbelieving reader
for what was to follow, by presenting what I thought a
sensible argument, going to show that the spiritualist
theory was not impossible in the nature of things, nay,
that it might be considered as actually probable, since it

l/
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announced no greater change in the order of things than
science shows has already occurred many a time upon the
earth.

My

object, as

will be remembered, was to make

the reader believe the article was true until he reached
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the denouement, or until he had carefully looked over
'
the ﬁction a second time.

Without wishing to reﬂect upon myself as inclined to
”
the “hyfalutin’
style, I would state that by all means the
most difﬁcult part of the article for me to write, was the
narrative, that portion which, in fact, would seem to be the
This was written several times before I was
simplest.
satisﬁed with it. Next to the narrative in difﬁculty of
composition, were the disconnected remarks of Lane just
before the spirit parted from the body, which were re-writ
ten three or four times; and although I ﬁnally accepted the
last version, I' was by no means satisﬁed with it.
My aim in the death-scene was originality. And yet I
saw,'of course, that it would be folly for me to run coun
ter to the knowledge and universal experience of man
kind. I was forced, therefore, to represent Lane’s senses as

growing dimmer and dimmer, until he could not see and

Ifelt that if I could once get him
could scarcely hear.
thoroughly dead, I could then enter upon a ﬁeld where I
could range at will in search of originality.
Iwould state that in order to write as effective a de
scription of the dying of Lane as was possible for me,l
lay down upon my bed one evening at eight o’clock, put
out the light, and fancied myself going through the pro

of dying.

My

imagination became so excited, that
in less than ﬁve minutes Isprang up'alarmed, and had to
cess

light the lamp, feel my pulse, and look round a little to
convince myself that‘l had not actually died. The next
day I wrote the dying scene as it appeared in print.

e
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Consumption was the disease which I selected for Lane,
as being that around which Melancholy and Beauty hover
as attendant angels.

When

I

had carried Lane through death, it struck me
that the process of eliciting information by putting ques
”
tions and receiving answers from him through “ tips of
the table, would be so tedious as to be impracticable ;
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I decided to represent

him as willing the hand of his
corpse to grasp a pencil and write what he wished to com
For effeet’s sake, however, .I so altered this,
municate.
and

that his hand should grasp mine, which should be repre
sented as holding the pencil and writing a question; and

I

urged to endeavor to make the
sufﬁciently impressive to warrant, in

therefore was further
at the death

scene

the eyes

of the reader, my writing the question, instead

of uttering it aloud.
Iwas engaged in writing the ﬁrst half during the lei
sure hours of about a month.

I

did not, at any time, ad

vance more than a page a day.

The main difﬁculty in the last half, was so to commence
it as to awaken the reader’s attention once more after a
.month’s delay, by suggesting to his mind what had pre_
repeating myself—to awaken, again, his
sympathy for “Little Janie,” and to remind him of pre
cisely what information had been promised from Lane, that
ceded,

he

without

might'not expect too much.

My

lecture was altogether too long to be inserted as a

communication, so

it in that

lished

I

I

condensed

it into two

pages, and pub

shape.

of time in conceiving
description of the condition of

was occupied but a brief space

what

I

was to write as a

Several
things in which Lane found himself after death.
ideas suggested themselves to me, and the questions whirh
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put to myself, were: Has this been thought of or pub
lished before?
If so, it was rejected. Would any one
be likely to think of this?
If so, I rejected it. When I
struck upon something which I thought could. not but be
original, the remaining questions which I asked myself,
were: Is this state of things as utterly different from this

I

should be represented as composed of souls and their
endeavored to attack mate
ever-varying out-creations.

it

rialism by showing that
was possible to conceive of
spirit as being without shape—as not occupying time to
a

I

endeavored to analyze Inﬁnity and
pass through space.
vast difference there was between
show the reader what

life were inﬁnite in
endeavored to show that
was folly for us

it

duration.

I

the Inﬁnite God, and man, though his

to seek to learn (admitting the spiritualist theory to be
true) whether or not the souls of our friends were happy.
endeavored to make my whole theory harmonious and

I

I

consistent in all its parts—which can not be said of spirit.
ualism.
endeavored to make the answers purporting
to come from the spirit-land contain something of real
moment, and not the insane generalities about progress,
and the ridiculous materialisms of “ spheres and circles,”
which we are in the habit of receiving through the instru

of the so-called mediums.
In fact, was de
termined to make Lane say something which,
true, would
be of importance to the world.
was occupied in writing the second half, about ﬁve 01
six evenings. The selection of
title gave 'me no little

if

I

mentality

a

I

When the article was ﬁnished,

found that

it

annoyance.

I
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‘

.3

it,

world as is spirit from body? Is it impossible, to say
the least for
to be true
Having satisﬁed myself on
these points,
proceeded to write again. The spirit-land

was com

“

snout. r0
_plete

Janie.

in
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all respects, except the dispOSition of Little

To have represented her

as growing up under

my care,
six
and as becoming
with
bouncing 'child
ren, or any thing after that style, was impossible from the
nature of things, and would have been simply ridiculous.
a staid matron

in my room immediately after her death, while she was
lying in her little bed in a room opening into mine. It

it

is,

may strike some readers as an ineffectual attempt at the
was
pathetic. It may be so, but all that I can say

it

In the New-York Herald of the 14th March, appeared

letter given above. namely

“Letter From Judge
“

N o.

T0 thaEditor

“Your

Edmonds

85 CHAMBERS STREET, March 14, 1854.

of

“

YV. Edmonds to my

:

the following rejoinder from Judge

J.

'

I

is

it

written without effort, and was the dearest ﬂower of my
soul, torn up by the roots and offered to the world. If
shall still love
rejected of all,
tenderly.

the

Herald:

.

_

a

of the 12th contains
letter from San
Francisco, with the signature of F. C. Ewer, from which
appears that Iwas fool enough to receive as true an
paper

it

article under his own name, published in the Pioneer,
monthly magaizne, edited by him, and which purported
on its face to be the relation of facts within his own know

:1.
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\Vhat was there for me to do but to kill her and so put an
entire completion to the ﬁction? Accordingly, for the
November number I wrote “ Flown.”
It was intended
to be a reverie, in which my thoughts were traced as I sat

ledge.

/.
'
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did so receive it.

But I also received a letter

from a gentleman of San Francisco, assuring me of its
truth.
I learned on inquiry that Mr. E. had an oﬂice

Mr. Lecount,

under the General Government.
publishers

one

of the

of the Pioneer, at that time in this city, and

or two others who professed to know him, gave the
assurance that Mr. Ewer was a gentleman utterly incapa
ble of perpetrating such a fraud as that would be if not
the truth.
Mr. Ewer himself sent to me, by a gentleman
direct from San Francisco, a copy of his magazine, with
out the slightest intimation on his part that the articles
were otherwise than what they professed to be, namely,
the relation of an actual fact; but that, on the contrary, he
had said to his messenger, when interrogated by him, ‘ Do

a

I

a

'2’

you think I would publish a lie under my own name
And twice, through medium in whose communications
had been in the habit of placing
good deal of conﬁ
dence,

_

Ireceived messages which tended in the same direc

tion.

this letter to you

is

it

I

“ It was under these circumstances that trusted in the
would seem—if
truthfulness of Mr. Ewer; and now
genuine—that

Iwas gulled and im

it

it

a

fabrication.
posed upon by
“If the object of the device, and all the pains taken
has
to carry
out, was to impose on my conﬁdence,
'

been successful.

“

If

the object was to show me the dangers of spiritual
intercourse, and how liable we are to be deceived by false

it

was quite unnecessary;
or'fabricated communications,
for long ago learned that, and have earnestly, once and

I

a

ain, given utterance to
warning against that danger.
“
the object was to give me the pain of learning that
public station, and appearing be
gentleman occupying

If

a

855

a
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fore the world as the editor

of

97

a magazine having some

pretension to a standing in our literature, was unworthy
the conﬁdence I had reposed in his word, it was equally
unnecessary; for had already learned the public use he

I

had made of a private letter which I had written him in
the conﬁdence which I hope will always obtain among
gentlemen, and it was not demanded that he should super
add to it the humiliation

“If

the purpose was to convince me that men having a
exterior could still be otherwise than what they

fair
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of proclaiming his own fraud.

it was also unnecessary; for I had not presided
so long over a criminal court without learning something

seemed,

of

the degradation to which the inﬂuence

of evil passions,

and a perverted education, may sink the fairest-seeming
i
among us.
“ But if the
purpose was to induce me to withhold all
conﬁdence in my fellow man, or all reliance upon spirit
communion, it has signally failed.

“I

in my life, and
as I grow older, and the instances multiply around me, I
am admonished to greater caution than was habitual with
me in my more confiding years. But I can not yet with
hold all conﬁdence in my fellow man, or in the testimony,
have been imposed upon many times

on any subject, which may reach me through his instru
W. Enmonns.”
mentality.

J.

The following letter from one W.
giVen immediately

J.

BANER was also

after Judge Edmonds’, namely

“ To the Editor
of the Herald:
“ One or two facts in relation to

F.

:

C. Ewer’s letter, pub

lished in Monday’s Herald, should be stated, in justice to
the spiritualists

of this city.

98

“an

snounL To
is,

“ The ﬁrst

nvnnrrun moms,” ETC.

that with the exception

of Judge Edmonds,

Mr. Toohey, the editor of the Christian Spiritualist,
the ﬁction of Mr. Ewer was received with universal skep

and

This

shown by the fact that at large confer
ence of spiritualists, held
few evenings after Mr. Ewer’s
ﬁction was published in this city, there was but one man
a

a

is

ticism.

J

is,

possessed of sufﬁcient credulity to manifest the slightest
faith in this story, and this man was Mr. Toohey.
“ The next fact that should be mentioned
that udgc

Indeed,

is

Sir Oracle among spiritualists.

it

is

a

a

no means

a

is

more true of spiritualists than of any other class of peo
ple in the world, that each individual
obliged, from the
nature of the facts brought before him, to stand distinctly
upon his own judgment, and to refuse pesitively to have
his reputation for sanity or common sense placed upon the'
shoulders of any man, however high his reputation for
\

'

sagacity or worldly wisdom.
you will allow the above statements to go to

“If

the.

world through the medium of the Herald, you will greatly
oblige
Yours, truly,
“ N aw Yonx, March 14, 1855.
W. J. BANER.”

My

response,

to the

sent

.Herald, was as

follows,

namely:
“Reply
the

Editor

the

to Judge Edmonds.

Herald:
desire to say

I

“With your liberty,

a

“ To

of

few words in re»

W. Edmonds and one
sponse to the letters of Judge
W. J. Baner, (published in The Herald of the 20th March),

J.
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a

Edmonds, though he has achieved deservedly high posi
tion in this community, both as man and
jurist,
by

having reference to me and to

August 20th and 21st.’

‘The Eventful Nights of

SEQUEL

“

T0 “ THE EVENTFUL

worms,”

are.
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It

is perhaps folly for me to state so evident a fact, as
that the Judge’s letter is utterly wide of the controversy.

He

not make the slightest pretension to meet the
real merits of the affair, at all.
He incontinently packs
up, without saying one word, and leaves the ﬁeld.
does

“Yes, it is

\even

publish as true—as

;—he has been weak enough to rc
corroborative of his theory, a ﬁction

so
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from which the slightest analysis would have developed
several impossibilities and numberless improbabilities—a
is evidently an argument showing his own
proposition to be absurd—a ﬁction which, even if it were
not an argument against himself, contains a theory before
ﬁction which

which his own must fall
solemn

'

conversations

;

and, to crown

with a ﬁctitious

all, he has held
character,

with

whom, even if the tale were true, he eOuld not, according
to its statements, have held any communication whatever.
Not one item does he deny, and the controversy is in fact
closed.
“ But he is not
utterly undeserving of praise in the affair.
For it can not but be admitted that he has had the frank
ness to come out and acknowledge,(humiliating

though it

Frankness is a jewel.
may be) that he is in a corner.
Whether he could have taken any other step, is not, per

ltis, one must con
haps, to be inquired into too closely.
for
a man to be com
fess, no very pleasant admission
pelled to make, that, after having been for years upon the
bench deciding upon the soundness or fallacy of argu
ments, he should have been so far led astray—he should
have been ‘fool enough,’ to use his own phrase—to admit
and re-publish an argument going decidedly to disprove
the very proposition which he seeks to establish.
Indeed,

Mr. Editor, on theprinciple of not kicking

a man when he

100

SEQUEL

is down,

TO

“THE EVENTFL'L

mains,” ETC.

I have

no desire to-do aught else than to com
mend the Judge to the kind sympathies of the public.
“But what does this lame rejoinder of his amount to '?

Why, ﬁnding himself in an inextricable predicament, he
struggles to get out of his corner by explaining how it
happened that he got in, and, under the circumstances,
crying ‘Mercy!’ The ridiculousness of his pitiful situa

tion, would induce me, now that the controversy

is
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virtually closed, to say no more; but as his explanation
contains several assertions, expressed and implied, which
call for a that denial from me, I am forced to the melan
choly resort of driving him out of his corner and from the
last beam where he has a foothold.
“ His
explanation appears to be that, ﬁrst, he learned 0n
undoubted authority, I was a truthful man, and incapable

of publishing

a fraud.

I

commend him to the same kind

still, and to that portion of my letter in the
IIerald of the 12th March, to which he has forgotten to
authorities

I

allude, in which

stated, that

I

conceived

I

had

perfect
right as a truthful man to propound a theory which had
never seen in print before, and which I believed might not
a.

I

hold up, even at a charge
an unaided mind on earth in

be without interest to some—to

of arrogance, the result of

contrast with a theory purporting to come from a world
beyond the grave—to contrast a theory which is con
sistent in all its parts, and to say the least, not impossible,

with a theory which contradicts itself, and therefore can
not possibly be true.
I believed I had a perfect right to
weave that theory into a ﬁction, which, as a whole, would
be the argument

against
charge
truth.’

reducl'io

ad absurdum, to be applied

spiritualism, without subjecting myself to the

of being

It

a man regardless

may be an evidence

of the high dictates of

of unusual sagacity in the

BEQUEL To

“run

EVENTFUL

NIGHTS,”

are.
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Judge, that he has not attempted to violate all common
But until he
sense, by denying the truth of the above.
shall have done so, he must not expect me to exhibit an
equal want of common sense with himself, by noticing
a mere assertion

of his, which has already been

fully answered.
second explanation

that

sent

I

His

-

is,

“

him

a

further

copy

of the
a

I

is

'2’

it lie

is

I

sent an exchange to
only serves me with the fact that
Judge Edmonds, of the Sacred Circle, while the other ex
But this
child’s
changes were preparing for the mail.

What could the Judge desire to establish, more

play.

wished to have a magazine go direct to him?
in his agitation, he
anxious to excite sympathy for
is

If,

I

than that

himself through this fact,‘I will give him the opportunity.

it it

a

make an extract from his letter

‘If the

object of the device, [says he,] and all the pains taken to
has been successful.’
out, was to impose on my conﬁdence,

it

carry

it

“

:

I

I

into the mail, and,
magazine to him, put
reach him.
of course, positively intended that
should
But before
proceed further, let me in this connection
did direct

;

‘

it

I-

I

it

I

it

it

I

I

a

I

I

positively deny that there was any device on my part.
took any pains to deceive the
positively deny that
had
sent him the magazine and
perfect
Judge.
right, either through private hands or through the mail, to
The theory develop ad in
beneath his eyes.
place
would be
supposed
was utterly opp0sed to his, and
thought, of course, that he would
entertaining to him.
with interest. But gave the man credit for ordi
read
nary sagacity he had been for years upon the bench of

I
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‘

a

magazine by
gentleman direct from San Francisco, say
would publish
ing to that gentleman, Do you think
under my own name
tolerable, and
My memory

10'2
a

SEQUEL

To

“run

EVENTFUL

incurs,” are.

criminal court,’ and I was never more astonished in my

life than when

I received

his letter announcing that he had
been rash enough to publish the ﬁrst half.
Even thenl
supposed that when he should see the last half, he would

But no, he completed his
humiliation by re-publishing that also, and giving several
communications, which he, forsooth, had received from the
certainly

ﬁnd out his error.

ﬁctitious

character,
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above, even

if

John F. Lane, who,

as

I have said

the article were true, was represented

as

utterly beyond the reach of communicating with any one
on earth.

“But

whether

I or

any one else did or did not send

him the magazine, the Judge seems to forget, in his agitation, that it really makes no difference.
Supposing, for

of argument, that I sent a magazine to him by a
messenger direct, it will not help the matter for him,
the sake

since he none the less blindly Overlooked

all the internal
of the article, and

of the ﬁctitious character
disregarded the advice of his friends who cautioned him
evidences

against it.

“There is little else for me to state.
marks, that

‘if

the object

of the

The Judge re

device [forsooth !] was to

show me the dangers of spiritual intercourse, and how
liable we are to be deceived by false or fabricated com
munications, it was unnecessary, as I had long ago learned
the fact, and cautioned others in relation to it.’ 'It is to
be regretted

that the Judge was not guided by the light

.
of his experience.
I
‘
“ ‘ If,’
says he, the object was to give me the pain of
learning that a gentleman, etc., etc., was unworthy of con
ﬁdence, it was unnecessary; for I had already learned the
public use he had made of my private letter to him, and
it was not demanded that he should superaddto it the hu

\

SEQUEL To

“run
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EVENTFUL
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it

I

I

it,

is

’

a

‘

I

it,

miliation of publishing his own fraud.’ As for making
public use of a private letter, I would state that the Judge
is misinformed.
I have not allowed either his letter, or
ever to leave my hands.
consider
any copy of
letter from my sister.
If publish~
equally sacred with
not beneath the Judge to charge,
ing my own fraud
after my ﬁrst letter to the Ifemld, completely refuting
assure him that
consider any
(and still unanswered,)

;

it

had not presided so long over

a

I

criminal court without

learning something of the degradation to which the inﬂu
ence of evil passions and a perverted education may sink,

:

a

‘

His Honor grows face
the fairest-seeming amongst us.’
tious
but really he reminds one
little of Patience

I

a

monument, smiling'at Grief.’ He seems to intimate
that he has seen such fellows as am before at the bar of a
on

criminal court.

can not assert that
udge—J udge!
this
another evidence that his Honor’s mind
little
shaken from its balance, for my associations during life
have not been very intimate with criminals; butI will
state that curiosity led me once to visit the Insane Asy
a

is

I

J

Oh,

is

a

lum at Stockton, in order to investigate somewhat the
condition of the unfortunatcs placed there for restoration

really the Judge’s condition calls up

to my mind recollections

a

and

of

of mental health,

most sad' and unpleasant

But admitting what he would intimate,
only
makes the matter worse in his agitation, the further he goes
it

character.

were

naught.
“ ‘But if,’
says he,

-

‘

even

a

man regardless of the dictates of truth,
his Honor but admits that his experience has availed him

For

if
I
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‘

it

beneath me to make.
response to
“ ‘If,’
says he, the purpose was to convince me that
men may not be what they seem,
was unnecessary for

the purpose was to induce me to

‘

104

SEQUEL

'ro

‘f

THE EVENTFUL NIGHTS,”

all conﬁdence in my fellow man,
failed.’
Ah, Judge! it should teach you to
ﬁdence in yourself.
“But with regard to all the ‘ifs,’ I beg
bear in mind once again, that there were
withhold

mo.

it has signally
have less con'
the Judge to
no intentions
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whatever on my part, forI sincerely assure him that I had
not the slightest idea he would be ‘fool enough’ to re

publish ‘The Eventful Nights of August 20th and 2lst.’
“If it would not be considered as arrogance in meto drop
one little word of advice to him, I would say, that by far
the sagest plan for him to have adopted, when he found
himself 1n his corner, would have been to remain there,
looking up mth an air of unconcern, and when the laugh
was over, and his agitation was calmed, he could have
slipped quietly out, and gone on his way into obscurity,
'

unnoticed by any one.

“One word more, and then farewell.

The world will
hardly believe, Judge, that there are not truthful spirits
‘
enough among the spheres and circles’ to tell you (if
you have not sagaeity enough to see it yourself) whether
the next document you would gladly devour be genuine
or not. Alas for that man who putteth not his own
theory into practice!
“ And
am very ready
now, one line for Mr. Baner.
to
believe that large numbers of the New-York spiritualists

I

saw the ﬁctitious

would be a sad‘

of ‘ The Eventful Nights.’ It
commentary on the acumen of many of
narrative

my friends in that great city, if it were not so. More
over, were it not so, I should really be alarmed for fear
that I had composed a downright enormous lie, and was
unworthy of being regarded as a truthful manv But if

Mr. Bauer will come to San Francisco, I will show him
by letters from New-York, that he was misinformed with

amount

“ THE
SEQUEL 'ro

nvnnrrur. NIGHTS,” arc.
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regard to the fact that ‘The Eventful Nights’ was dis—
credited by all there. But the 'most unfortunate affair of

Judge

is

that this man, Baner, should, now that the
in his sad—his pitiful predicament, turn against
is,

the whole

Sir Oracle of

F.

C. EWER.

a

It

“ P. S.—l notice that The Christian
Spiritualist promises
me blast.
would be ungenerous in me not to allow

And so, without more remark,
the galled jades to wince.
touch my hat and retire from among their writhings, leav

I

I

To conclude,

somehow, among themselves.’
F. C. E.”
April 16, 1855.

it,

‘

ing them to settle
“ SAN
FRANCISCO,

would remark, that on the 16th of April,

the following brief communication appeared in the

Daily

Chronicle of this city, namely:
Cock and

“It

a curious

fact,

ﬁction, that there did

if

“Editors Chronicle

Bull

Story—‘

John FfLane.’

:

“ The
is

Mr. Ewer’s ‘John F. Lane’ be

live and die, in our own day and

a

a

He was young gen
real ‘John F. Lane.’
generation,
tleman of distinguished ability and attainments, but impa
tient of distinction.

He died by his own hand, during

the

is

an extract from the list of
Florida war. The following
graduates of the Military Academy, published in 1850:
“ ‘J 01m F. Lama—Brevet Second Lieutenant of Artil
1828.
lery, July
Second Lieutenant Fourth Artillery,
1,
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’2‘

why—Mr. Bauer, isn’t Judge Edmonds
the spiritualists

a

‘

Well may his Honor
him and seek to cast him overboard.
Save me from my friends.’
exclaim,
Why -—- why—

Acting Assistant Professor of Mathematics,
Military Academy, from August 31, 1828, to February
same date.

106
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Quarter-Master from June, 1834, to
May 17, 1835. Captain Second Dragoons, June 8, 1836.
Colonel, commanding regiment Mounted Creek Volun
teers, serving in Florida war, from September 1, 1836, to
1, 1829.

October

Assistant

19,

Died October

1836.

19,

Fort'

1836, at

Lorane, Florida.’
“There, Messrs. Editors, is a veritable, genuine

F.

John

When Judge Edmonds sum
F. L.,’ who is authorized to say

Lane,’ and no mistake.

of ‘J.
genuine John did not respond

moned the spirit
that the
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‘

Mr. Nrsm'rr

has

A.”

’2

himself so neatly plunged the point of

his penknife into this soap-bubble, that no further remark

is required from me.

Says he

:

“Oh! there are lots of liars in the other world,

so the

spiritists tell us. What matters it whether the ‘Cocklane
Ghost’ itself, or the ‘ spirit’ of Baron Munchausen, or of the
‘

genuine

J olm,’

trotted out and

‘

sold’

this crazy Judge

To adopt the sentiment of Lord Grizzle’s
excellent remark to Queen Dollalola, we may say:
Edmonds'!

“ Spirits l—why, madam. ’tis all tlummery—
He made the spirits ﬁrst and then he saw tliem.’ ”

.
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FIRST-CLASS

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER, devoted to News, Literature, Science, and theArts;
to ENTERTAINMENT,IMPROVEMENT, and PnoGnEss.
Designed to encour
age a spirit of HorE, MANLXNEss, BELF-RELIAivcE, and Acrrvrry among
the people; to point out the means of proﬁtable economy; and to discuss
the LEADING IDEAS on THE DAY; to record all signs of PROGREss; and
to advocate Founder. and INDUSTRIAL RIGHTS FOR ALL OnassEs.

it

is

;

Its ample columns contain Original Essays—Historical, Biographical, and
Descriptive: Sketches of Travel and Adventure; Poetry, Painting. Music,
Sculpture, etc. Articles on Science. Agriculture, Horticulture, Physiology,
Education, the Markets, General News, and every topic which
of import
ance or interest; all combining to render
one of the BEST FAMILY N Ews
PAPERS IN THE Wonnn. _Published weekly, at $2 00 a. year, in advance.

a

“ The cleanest,
printed in

smoothest, and whitest
style of typogra hical
paper,
eauty such as
we never saw exceeds -—n0,
“or Mummy—TWO“ Co’lmt’yAWtator
a

“ Certainly one of the most beautiful speciwe have ever
mens of uewsnaper printin
doocate.
seen."—Bzqfulo
C'Imatian
“ Ably conducted, with an eye to
good

is

“The handsomest and most useful paper
moralpurpose."—Knickerbocker Magazine.
(tnshows me wen_kuowu enemy and me, that ever came under our observation.”—
of the spirited publishers as caterers for the Rmng Star
“ Without a parallel.”— True Free Salter.
Yorla Train/M.
people.”—New
“ It ﬁlled with valuable matter, and treats
“ It has remarkably clear face and clean
to people of of subjects interesting to the human race.”—
hands. which will recommend
taste.”—Home Journal.
La Grease Republican.
it

a

FOWLER AND \VELLS,

Bos-rou: 142 Washington Street.
PKILADELNHA

:

COMMUNICATIONS, NEW Booxs for notice or review, ADVERTISEMENTS,
should be addresed to the PUBLISHERS, as follows

a'nd SUBSCRIPTIONS,

:

No. 808 Broadway, New York.

23X Arch Street.

copy of Line humerus-nan, the Punin'owelcsn Jwun, and the
For Tumm Dons", in advance,
WATRB'CUII Jouusn, will he sent a year to one Address. Now is the time to Subscribe.
a
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FOWLERS AND WELLS, 308 Broadway, N.
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the following Popular and Scientiﬁc SERIALS, which afford an excellent opportun

for bringing before the Public all subjects of general interest.
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IMPROVEMENT,

and
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all

Arts; to ENTERTAINME)
spirit of

a

to encourage

ness, self-reliance, and activity among the people;

able economy;

Weekly Newspape
hope, mar.

to point out the means of prol

and to discuss and illustrate the leading ideas of the day; to rect

signs of progress; and to advocate political and industrial rights for

all

class

Its columns contain Original Essays—Historical, Biographical, and Descripti
Sketches of Travel and Adventure, Poetry, Painting, Music, Sculpture, et
articles on Science, Agriculture, Horticulture, Physiology, Education, The Mark:
General News, and every topic which, is of importance or interest, all combining
render it one of the Bnsr FAltIILY NEWSPAPERS IN THE WORLD. Publish
‘
Weekly, at Two DOLLARS a year in advance.

THE WATER-CURE
Devoted to Hydropathy,

J OURNAL, AND HERALD

or REFORM

its Philosophy and Practice; to Physiology and Anaton

with illustrative engravings; to Dietetics, Exercise, Clothing, Occupations,
ments,

and

Laws which govern Life and Health.

those

convenient form for binding, at One Dollar

1].

Year in

AmHl

Published Monthly,

advance.

The WateF-Cure

Journal holds a high rank in the science of health; always ready, straig
forward, and plain-spoken, it unfolds the laws of our physical nature, without any pretensions to
technicalities of science, but in a form as attractive and refreshing as the sparkling element
which it treats. We know of no American periodical which presents a greater abundance
valuable information on all subjects relating to human progress and welfare—[New York Tribu
This is, unquestionably, the most popular Health Journal in the world—[Evening Post.

A

THE AMERICAN PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
itory of

Science,

Literature, and General Intelligence;

devoted

Education, Magnetism, Psychology, Mechanism, Architecture,

RepC

to Phrenolog

and to

all

those Pi

gressive Measures which are calculated to Reform, Elevate, and Improve Mankn

Illustrated with numerous portraits and other engravings. A beautiful Quar
suitable for binding. Published monthly at One Dollar a Year in advance.
It may be termed the standard authority in all matters pertaining to Phrenology, while the be

of the Journal and the superior character of the numerous illustrations are
exceeded in any work with which we are acquainted—[American Courier.
A Journal containing such a mass of interesting matter, devoted to the highest happiness s
Interests of man, written in the clear and lively style of its practiced editors, and aﬁerded at
“ ridiculously low price” of one dollar a year, must succeed in running up its present large oi: m
tion to a much higher ﬂgure.— [New York Tribune.
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NAMES AND NUMBERS OF THE ORGANS.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
18.
14.
15.
16.
17.

a.

19.

PHRENOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS

“Character,

AND

20. Coss'rnvcrwnnmss.-In qenuity, manual skill.
21. lDmAm'rY.—T¢wie, love, of beauty, poetry, and
B. Sunumnn—Love of the grand, vast, endles
mimicking,doingllke. [ii
22. Isn't-Anom—Copyin
23. Minus—Fun, wit, dicuio, facitlousness, jokii
24. Innlwvusm'rn—Observntion, desire to see and
25. Fonu.-—Mumory of shape. looks, persons, and
.26. Sum—Measurement of quantity, distance. etc.
2'1. Wi-zmnT.—Control of motion, balancing, lmrlir
29. Comic-Discernment and love of colors,tints ,tn
2°. ()nnsa.—Mdhod, system. going by rule, keeping
30. CALCULA'rlon—Mentsl arithmeticmeckoniug.
{it
of places, position, etc. [ta
81. Locsmrv.—Memory
32. EVENTUALITY-—M8m0i",
of facts, events, histc
33. Tutu-Telling when, time of day, dates, how 101
84. Tunas—Love of music, singing and playing by
36. LAsousoz.-—Ezpruaion
liy words,scts,tones,lo(
38. Csvssu'n.--Pianntnq thinking, reasoning, ad
8'1. Conrsmsox.—Analysi’s,
inferring-discriminant
0. HUMAN NATUBl.—Pm0ption of character,moﬂ‘
D. HUAm.-Pwamwsm, blondneu persuasivon
,

‘

,

love, fondness, attract/ion, etc.
Anlsrivnsnss.-Hex1mi
Common. I.ovv..—~Unlon for life, the pairing instinct.
PARENTAL Lovr:.-~(Jmo ot' oil‘spring and all young.
FXQENDBHIP.—Miciuliiy, union and ciinging oi friends.
uf home and country. [ness.
Innsnl'rs'rivnsi-zss—isivc
Conrmnrry.—Applimtlon, ilnishing up, consecutive
VITATIV'ENEBS.-—Clillgiilg to life, repelling disease.
resolution, force, courage.
Coussrivsznxss.—Dol'ense.
hardness.
Dnnnnc'nvssnss—Extermination,soverliy,
relish, feeding, greed.
Ammawnvnsxss.—Appctite,
Acqmsrrxvasass—Frugality, saving, industry. thrift.
SIOIIT“ wuss—Self-control, policy, tact, artiﬁce.
safety, provision, fear.
Csn'noususss.—Gnanledness,
APPBOBATIVENESS.—LOV6 of character, name, praise.
inde
SnLwEsTsnu.—Self-rospect,dignity.selt‘-milanue,
[pendonce
F1msHum—Stabilitymorseverence,decision.
duty,
etc.
right,
Justice,
of
Coxsomx'rtonsunss.-—Senso
HOPE.--Expectaiion,
anticipation, trust in the future.
Smarrumwm—intuition, prescience, prophecy, faith.
Vlnmnox—Worship,
“oration ,dcvotion ,dofenuce.
BIIIVOLBIOI..SYIIP8HIy, kindness, goodness.

1'

L

A.
2.
3.
4.
6.
E.
0.
'l.
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ORIGINAL PICTURES.

A COMPLIMENTARY TRIBUTE TO LOUIS GAYLORD CLARK1 ESQ, FOR TWENTY
YEARS EDITOR OF THE KNICKERBOCKER MAGAZINE.
——————O+&————

A Ssooup EDITION of this splendid and popular volume is now ready.
To show how it has been welcomed by the public, and the numerous
friends of the veteran editor of the KXICKERBOCKER,
extracts from a few
of the many notices which the work has received are herewith annexed:
“Tun KXIOKERBOCK_GALLIBY has made its appearance in a. splendid octavu volume.
contributors comprise some of the oldest and most illustrious writers in America.
With a noble array. besides. of men of genius and culture. who. if perhaps less known to
fame, have yet gathered worthy literary honors in both hemispheres. A few examples Will
show the choice materials which have been employed in the composition of the volume.
WAsiimoros invn'o—the beloved and glorious patriarch of our native litei‘iiture—contri
butes a delightful paper. entitled ‘Conversntions with Talma.‘ presenting some interesting
reminiscences of the great Ifrench tragedian. and a series of original suggestions on
French dramatic poetry. , This was written in 1821._siid will furnish a welcome speci
men of the author’s palmiest days to the host of his admirers
who so fondly treasure
‘
every production of his fascinating pen, A poem, callpd T/w 5mm; ,ylmoer,’ by BRYANT,
‘
of
our
offering
is the characteristic
The Emperor’s Buds
American bard.
y LOWELL; ‘A Poetical Epistle to Louis Gaylord
Nest,‘ by llONGFELLOW;
‘Msscimm.’ greatest
Clark,’ bv lisuqccx: 'A Vision ofthe llousntonic. by liouiss; ‘I’m Growing ()ld.’ by Bsxu;
‘
To 1L Be’lllllijlll Girl,‘ by Rnsx'i'mn; ‘011. Lake Pepin,‘ by Eras SAROENT; 'Pwec'vv’ by
N. P. WrLLis, instead
Dr. Brrrnm's. are in the happiest style of their respective writers.
of rhymes.
was a kindvhearted and cheery letter from his invalid‘s retreat at IdleWild ;
and TUCKERMAN has a line critical essay on Edmund Kean. Among other celebrated
writers. whose fame is of more recent date, we Observe the names of )IITCIIELL- Boxuii.
KiuuALL. STREET. Ensues, BAYARD Tums, COZZENS. FIELDS, G. W. (loans. and Sronmnn.
But space would fail us to enumerate all the celebrities on this red-lettered catalogue.
which presents a curious illustration of the signal iihility which the Editor of the _KNICK
The attractiveness
ERBHCKER has embodied in the long series of his annual volumes.
of the work is greatly enhanced by the number and variety of portraits with which it is
on
embellished. forming an extensive gallery of American authors. These sre
engaved
steel. in the best style of execution. and. in many cases. from original paintings
y ELLIOT
and other eminent artists. Such a varied and admirable collection 0. portraits, in which
n large portion_of the community is interested. we presume has never before been presen
ted to
him. The editorial preparation of the work was intrusted to the charge of
thep,
\ . mums. Gsoiius P. Moiuzis. Rmrus W. GRISWOLD. RICHARD B. KIMBALL. and
Dr. Joi-is
Rev. Funnies W. SHELTON. who. it is needless to add. have acquitted themselves of their
generous duties in a manner which leaves no room for commut. except that of a con
grutulatory character."~Harper'a Magazine.
"11' i! unsurpassed by any thing that has ever been issued from the American press.
We hope it will find up extended sale, proportionate both 'in its varied merits. and to the
commendable obJect in which the work had its origln."—Bost<m Atlas.
admirably printed, richly bound, nobly illustrated, and con
f‘ TRULY a splendid volume :
taining original contributions from some of the most eminent writers who have reﬂected
luster upon the American name. Wssmsuron Isvnw. who now seldom writes, commen
cing the volume. and I-‘i-rz-' usuusﬂstnsou. whose muse has
re reached for
silence, concluding it by s
oer/teal F/‘purde to Lou/is Gan/lord logarbeen
k. Esq. which show:
forty-eightportraits
Ion
are ﬁn y
that
wer. The
mute. has not lost its
hise‘livi'e2though
. and are exce _ent likenesses.
This nllery of American authors should ﬁnd;
enzrav
md reﬁna
place in the librsr of every American who
enourrli
patrlptlsm
conspicuous
Adurﬂsn'
men of time in take pride in
a nation’s llterltiire.”—N.he),. armada

It;

in beauty of getting up and in the excellence of its contents. all the high
~ ms unit have been formed of it.
The name of Wasniiioros lsvrm
.e contributors.
and a ﬁne likeness of him. the collection of nearly
The frontispiece is
ﬁfty supcrl 'y .-\ cured portraits of the Knickerbocker contributors.
an a'linira >.i- haul of our friend. Lonis Gsvunin CLARK. the editor of Old ‘KNiCk.’ and
“Hawker-backer Cottrrae.‘ the intended _result
the title page shows us what the
e articles are from the pens of the ﬁrst writers in the
of this publication. is to be. All t groposed
land. from the North and South. the East and West. and moat of them face their‘conti'ibu
tions in the most speaking manner. The value of this book to the American reader is be
qnd estimate. The price demanded for it is inﬁnitely below its worth.”—1Vew-0rleana
aim/no.
“
THE most brilliant American. book of the season. It abundantly justiﬁes the high ex
pectations of the public. as well in its mechanical appearance. its admirable portraits. and
its Editor. or its contribu
its high literary merits. Every' admirer of the Knickerbocker.
r alleml.’ 1130volume of 500 pages octave
tors. should have a copy of the
ntckerbq
was ever uhlished in this country containing an equal variety of sterling original litera
ture."
wrhrwton (VL)

“l'r realize‘

SMML

it not only one of the handsomest and gncst
s. but one of the most attractive and valuable
volumes ever issued from the merican press. Such another portrait gallery of our lite
rary notabilities. or so eculiar and ﬁne a collection of their extended mental autogra
Dhy. does not exist. an nrpbablv will not. short from this volume. in our day and gene
or
ration."—Nawermw Mirror.
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“Wu make no hesitation in
delicately conceived of llterar pronouncing
testimonia

“This beautiful volume is creditable alike to the warm-hearted contributors to its pa es.
it in such an elegant form to the public.
and to the publisher. who has
he
design was to furnish a book. presented
he roﬂts of which should be applied to the purchase of a
cottage on the Hudson for Mr.
in! Cancun CLARK. the accomplished editor of the
Knickerbocker Magazmeaperiodical which has been distinguished for the excellence of
There are over sixtycon
ts pa
rs. and has lived through nearly a. quarter of a century.
"ribu one in poetry and prose. from the
the writers of the United States. and
forty-eight engravings of the authors. including those of WASHINGTON Invmo. Bitrnrr.
Ramos. WILLIS. W. H. BIWARD. G. D. PRINTIOE, Lonorsimw. dourm. Tnouaius.
Baum Tarwn. Ens Saxon". khlanvn,’ etc.”—Boaton Gnn'ior.

“Tins beautiful and substantial ‘Testiinonial.’ profusely and nobly illustrated. embo
dies a collection of wri hers. with their portraits. which exhausts almost the entire constel
lation of living American anthors.”—Dutclwaa Cowntu Democrat.
"As the literary contributions to the Gallery have. in a. great degree, been inspired by:
sentiment of personal friendship for Mr. Clark. we ﬁnd in them. accordingly. a certain
ease of style which renders them amusingly characteristic.
Each gentleman seems to
have written more than usually in his own manner.
WILLIS gives a very Willis-y letter;
Losessnwiv has a poem which would be known as his own at a glange: SAXE indulges n
a ﬂight of what he himself. were he vain. would probably term a
of Saxon genius,
ﬂight
and regrets his rowing old. in an inimitable serio-comic lay ; Baum! ‘Bnow Shower' is
its
and
subJect. light. beautiful.
cold. while HALLEGK concludes the book with a de
like
lightful epistle. in rhyme. to Mr. Clark. Bavaan Tarmii‘s ‘Day at St. llelena.’ will be a,
Donne [gauche for those wholove sketches of travel: Boss-R contributes a gem from an
unpublished Drama. and our worthy Mayor twines tbe_bay_s about his brow in a poetic
'
sermon. preached on‘the text. thou shalt not kill.’ which. if it do not immediately put a.
stop to all calls for metals and coffee. Will at least convince its readers that the present
Conrad is by no means the worst rhymer who has borne that name.”—N0rth Amen “a”
and Gazette. Philadelphia.
“A volume so_unique in its conception. and so expensive in its illustrations. and yet so
success. We have before stated that while the work
moderate in price. deserves
is intended as acompliinent covlete
to
r. Clark. lts_express design is for the beneﬁt of the popu
lar editor. The committee intend. if a suﬂicient sum can be realized by the sale. to pur~
chase a cottage in this vicinity as a. home for Mr. Clark and his family.
To secure a re
sult so desirable, the friends of Mr. Clark and all the lovers of ood literature. will. we
Every
trust. use_more than ordinary eil"ort._
render of the Knic erbocker should feel a
in taking some copies. and in asking their friends to do so also. They will thus
pleasure
ave the satisfaction of laying a brick. or fastening a. nail in their friend’s new home.”—
New- ) orlc Tribu/ne.
“ Under the supervision
of General Moimis. Bums W. Giuswom and other veterans of
the press. the work has ﬁnally made its appearance. and w? must in justice admit that it
fully answers to the hopes of its original projectors. The literary contents are highly cre
ditable to the gentlemen contributing. and as each article is accompanied by a steel en
graved likeness of the writer. it may be beyond question pronounced the best
gal
lery of American authors which has ever appeared ."——1’mm. Inqu/irer. Pit/dude
porgait
ma.

Tans: are buta few of the numerous notices of “THE Krucxsasocxsa GALLERY,"
which have appeared in every quarter of the Union. The verdict of the press every
where, and

of

the public at large, has been unanimous.
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BROADWAY,

I. Y.

AMERMEMJ MW ontemnt.
THE

Zﬁnitherhntker wagagiatz
IDITID
LOUIS GAYLORD CLARK.
BY

I
08 this oldest Magazine in America commenced on the
1853.
The work has been. so long before the public, that it is not
claims to general favor. The
deemed necessary to enlarge upon its widely-acknowledged
annexed list of contributors to the Magazine, and a few notices of the press, (out; of
many thousands, ) Will suﬁiciently attest its character and its popularity:

THE FOR'rv-FIRST VOLUME

First of January,

MISS O. M. SEDGWICK,
RON. LEWIS CASS.
SIR E. L. BULWER,
. REV.\0RVILLE DEWEY.
R. H. STODDARD,
J. H. PRESCOTT, ESQ.
EON. R. M. CHARLTON,
JAMES G. PERCIVAL,
RON. w. II. SEWARD.
JARED SPARES,
‘BARRY FRANCO,’
NATII. HAWTHORNE.
MRS. L. H. SIGOURNIY.
REV. DR. BETHUNY.
sumo. M. RIRKIAXD.
FREDERICK S COME“.
MISS LESLIE
w. D. GALLAGHERi
HON. JUDGE CONRAD,
DR. 0. W. HOLMES.
THOMAS w. PARSONS
rROE. m'roncocx.
MRS. E. o. EMBURr.
WILLIAM B. GLAZIER.
IION. D. D. BARNARD.
.I. P. BROWN, (Constantinople)
GUY MCMASTERS,

l‘. w. EDMONDS. ESQ
(Mass)
REV. MR.
GAN:~II~.'II(',J
(S.
MRS. GILMAN.
MARTIN.
E. 'r. T.
n. w. ELLSWORTH.
[L J, RAYMOND, ESQ.,
R. R. SCHOOLCRAFT.
CHARLES G. LELAND, ESQ.,
126V. .1. PIERPONT,
HON. G. C. VERPLANCE.
ALBERT MATHEWS. ESQ.
COL. 'r. S. M‘KENNV,
JOHN T. IRVING.
ALBERT PIKE, ESQ,
‘IK MARVEL,’
CHARLES SPRAGUE,
RICHARD B. KIMBALL' HQ.
PARK BENJAMIN,
'I'IIEODORE S. FAY,
MRS. FANNY K. BUTLER.
DONALD MACLEOD.
JOSEPA B VARNUM, ESQ.
CHARLES ASTOR BRISI‘ED.
YRE'SIDENT DUER.
JOSEPH BARBER.
MISS R. F. GOULD,
E. w. B. CANNING.
PROF. CHARLES ANTHOH,
ALRRRD B. STREET.
JOIIN WATERS,
CONSUL 0. w. GREENE.
JAMES BROOKS,

REV. DR. SPRING,
N. RELLOWS.
PROFESSOR FELTON,
STACY G. POTTS,
MR. 1". PARRMAN. (Boston)
'J. G. WHITTIER,
JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL. ESQ
n. w. ROCKWELL,
WILLIAM PITT PALMER.
CHARLES M. LEUPP, ESQ,
PROFESSOR BECK,
HON. CHARLES MINER.
REV. FREDERICK w. SIIEL'IOI.
EDWARD S. GOULD.
JOSEPII G. CANNING.
CHARLES GOULD.
MRS. E. F. ELLE'I‘,
.I. n. GOURLIE, ESQ..
IIORACE CREELEY,
REV. DR. YISE,
RUSSELL SMITH, ESQ.
MR. THOMAS W. STORROW.
GEORGE LUN'I‘,
REV. J. OILRORNE LVONS.
E. 'r. 'IUCRERMAN.
MRS. M. E. HEWITT,
PROF. JAMES J. MAPES.

J.

JAMES LINEN.
REV. R. II. BACON,
.I. n. SHELDON, JR..

’.

G.

(V 1;.)
THE foregoing list included also ROBERT SOU'I‘IIEV, ReV. TIMOTHY FLINT, Miss LAN
DON, JUSTICE MELLEN, TVRONE POWER, ROBERT (J. SANDS. Capt. F. MARRVAT, WILLIS
GAYLORD CLARK, JOHN SANDERSON, the ‘American In Pans,’ NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Miss
RAN'I-LEY, South-Carolina,
.MARY ANN: BROWNE, (Mrs. GRAY,) England, Rev. Dr.
WILLIAM L. STONE J. H. HILLHOUSE, J. FENIMORE CO ER, Rev. WM. WARE, J.
H. WILDE, JOSEPH C. NEAL, PHILIP HONE, ESQ., Rev. HENRY
H. STEPIIENS, Ilon.
BASCOM. Rev. WALTIR COLTON, HENRY BREvOOR'I', Esq., WILLIAM WORDSWORTH,
A. BRIGHAM, Dr. JOBN NEILSON, JR., J. K. BERNARD, JR., Mass, Hon. JUDGE HALL,
riters Who have ‘paid the
(tllinois,) Rev. W. B. O. PEADODY. with other distinguished
debt of nature.’ The following notices of the KNICKERBU RER are from the American
and English press, and from American and British writers of distinction:
11.

JOHN HENRY HOPKINS.

is

!’

a

health to thee
holds its own re lcherished Mend. Here’s
‘TIIE KNICEERBOCEER
If the fates should ever send
markably well. Nobody can complainthat ‘Old KNICE.
Virgiila.’
one hand that
money’s
to
there
worth
In
so
thee
‘Old
he does not have his
variety of pleasant reading at three will give thee a cordial rasp. and one heart
TERSBURGE
(Va.
a friendly greeting.’
great
Ollars a year.’- -B08TON DAILY ADVERTISER.
omBOCEER but we IBMW EXPRESS.
WI: never read th
quite the ables
‘Tnn KNIGEERBOGILER
letter from
hot as
we were
a

-
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WASHINGTON IRVING.

WILLIAM c. BRYANT,
I'ITz GREENE BALLEOK'
PROF. n. w. LONGFELIDW,
J. x. PAULDING,

repertory of original American lite: inure of socxsiz with high
They seem
gratiﬁcation.
all periodicals of its class. Among its con~ to me of an order of merit quite above the
tributors. from the commencement of its average of the periodicals of its class, Eng

is_

lish or American.’--Hon.
Enwaan Evanm.
‘I nave always felt a deep interest in the
Ks'icxiznnocxmt. and taken pleasure in bring.
ing it to the POM-C8 of my friends.
The
conducted, and the
manner in which. it
great merit of many Of its contributors, place
it in the highest rank of periodicals.’—-HON.

J.

K.

PAULDING.

‘Tns

high in this
Kmcxsaaocxsn
quarter.
inﬁnitely stands
superior to most of
It
the English magazines, and well deserves its
large list of subscribers.’—Piiorasson
Lom
is

career, have been the ablest and most
popular authors that the country has pro
duced. But that feature which has always
most attracted us.in this entertaining Ma
gazine, is the Ed'LtOP’S Table. Though occu
pying the last pages of the work, we always
open to it first; and wherever in its genial,
cheerful. single-minded ‘Gossip ’ the eye
falls, thence it is led forward by Irresistible
attraction from topic to topic, till the end.’——
N. Y. JOURNAL or COMMERCE.
‘NO periodical published in America will
compare. for unﬁagging, s tained interest
and variety, high literar
character and
general popularity, with this universal favor
ite. It_is at once the ablest and best maga
zine of its class this side of the Atlantic; and
on some accounts we know of none across
'big pond’ that we prefer before it.’ . . .
the
‘
There is not, on either side of the Atlantic;
so elegantly, so delicately printed a peri'
Odical as is our ‘Old KNICK.’ It is refreshing
to wander over its faultless pages.’-ALBANY
DAILY REGISTER.
‘
argosy from prose and Ycrse
THIS
land, fulglorious
freighted, lusciousand spicy, is just
anchored at our desk. Amid the stubble of
politics and dry-as-dust news, it comes like
clover-scented zephyrs, fragrant. balmy, but
not, like most delicious things, surfeiting.
The KNICKERBOCKER
is the American Ma, a
mine: ‘Long may it wave in—EVENING ii iii
son.
‘
No number of the KNICKERBOCKER has ever
been issued under CLARK's supervision
that
did not bear indiibitable evidence of editorial
care, and anxious thought and well-directed
labor enstamped upon its pages. We have
known no month] _. of this country or Europe,
so thoroughly 6 116d, in the strictest sense
of the term, In variety, in richness, in min
gayeties and gravities, it has never
glad
een surpassed.’--N. Y. DAILY TRIBUNE.
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dollars
year, INVARIABLY in advance. Two copies for Five Dollars: Five
copies, and upward, Two Dollars each. Postmasters will act as Agents.
Specimen num
bers sent gratis, on application, post-paid.
Hanna’s,
To Cums, the KNICKERBOCKER,
GRAHAM’S, or Goon-Y’s Magazines will be sent one year for Fivn: Dommns. The KNICK
is

J

annocxmii and Hons: OURNAL,’ or any other N ew-York, Philadelphia, or Boston two
dollars’-weekly, for Form DOLLARS a’year. Pos'raen: on the KNICKERBOCKER
two
cents per number: paid, optionally, by the subscriber or the publisher. All Literary
Communications, or inquiries in regard to them,:to be addressed to the Barron: all Bun'
‘

‘
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THE Kmcxsnaocnn is the best American
periodical
have yet seen.’ . . _ . ‘I take
pleasure in enclosing you some lines.
which
were penned expressly for your work.’—SiR
EDWARD BULWER LYTTON.
‘Tiin KNICKERBOCKER
an honor, and
high one, to the literature of our country.
always feel that am conferring favor on
the persons to whom recommend it, rather
than upon the proprietors.’—HON.
R. M.
CHARLTON, Georgia.
save read good many of the articles in
possess
the KNICKERBOCKER, and ﬁnd them
great merit. Some Of its papers, it
true,
were too light for my serious turn of mind;
Yet the whole appears well calculated to
gratify the tastes of the general mass of
reader8-’—Rsv~.
DR. DICK, Scotland.
the pleasant
Tins Very clever Magazine
est Periodical in the United States. Its arti~
cles are numerous and short. various and
interesting, and well worthy of imitation by
Our Magazmes on this side of the Atlantic.’
LONDON EXAMINER.
Tm;
one of the mot
Ksicssiisocxmi
valuable Magazines ofthe day, and out-strips
all competition in the higher walks of litera
rich, racy. and varied; exhibit
ture. It
ing industry, taste. and talent at the helm,
‘The Kuicigsnnocxizn comes to us in ad equal to all undertakes.’—Ai.m.sr Anovs.
vance, With its budget of
things and
‘Juncmo from the numbers befOTe mg, 'g
things of
Surely. tglood
e EDITOR is in
are inclined to consider this the best of all
beaultiy.is ‘Table' is supplied from
exhaustible.
American literary periodicals.
Its contents
the Cornucopia itself.’—N. Y. DAILY TIMES.
are hi hlyinteresting, instructive,and amug.
ospox
is
more remarkable
MORNING Cunosioui.
‘NprniNo
than the ing.’—
unfailing promptitude of this old
THE taste and talent which the Kawasa
except perhaps its constant and constant
Monthly,y
are highly creditable
to
increasing excellence.’—-N. Y. DAILY COURIER BOCKER displays
American writers, and very agreeable for
AND Enqumsn.
English readers.’—LONDON LITERARY Gr
PEBUSE the numbers of the KNIOKEB—
ZE'I‘TE.

non

Communications

to the PUBLIBHER,

SAMUEL

HUESTON,
NEW-YORK.
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The scene of the story is laid in New-YorkrCity, and theﬂdescriptions bf places and
characters arenso graphic and powerful, that theﬁlsubscriber
induced to re-publish‘gthe
v
_
_
The
author
has
rewritten
the
and
revised and corrected
Introduction,
carefully
work.
f
the whole work.
4 ~
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~
power we have
elegantly written. Some of the characters are drawn with
seen
rarely
Crime is ctured with a demon aspect.
equalled.
Suti‘ering virtue is ex
Remorse absolutely shocks us by
",Y,~._-.'_,=hlblted patient. submissive, and in death peaceful.
it leads its victimSf—Northern Budget. Troy, .N‘. Y.
a;
--‘;-‘..the‘nh_prrid
dance
v
plans and machinations by which the dishonest lawyer sought to
story
The
of
the
'
defraud his client of his patrimony, form
train Of incidents replete with interest, and
furnish
masterly delineation of character.——l)aily ﬂdvertiser, Detroit, ;Mich.
#323,.
‘
.
I.

To

,

it

a.

be original without absurdity, and spirited without exaggeration, are not easy
achieVements—yet
the author of “ The Attorney}? has succeeded in doing both, and
will be read with deliizht. by all~who can ﬁnd pleasure in lively and skillful delineations
of character drawn from all conditions of town life, and written out in good honest Eng
lish. such as few men intlite in these days of rapidity and vapidiay of composition.—
John
G. Same, Editor of Sentinel, Burlington, Vt.
\V, __,
,‘I'
.
.
1s
d
u.
7 "up The story
fraught with ﬁnely-drawn characters, 86% most charming pictures of
life may be found on almost every page—Commercial Register, Sandusky City, Ohio.
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It

is heck in which the mysteries and miseries of the legal profession are portrayed
graphic style.
full of fact and fancy, gayety and gravity.—Morning Post, Pitts
3??"
burg, Pa.
strep-#114...
..-~
"
-<
There can be no manner Of doubt
to the merit Ofthe work. It isthoroughly Amer
ican, and greatnability
perceptible on every page—Evening Chronicle, Pittsburg, Pa.
is to dive
Such
book will be a great relief to those especially whose daily duty
7
"
of Uhitty’s plead
into the mysteries of the common law, and 10 unravel the
v,
'
intricgies
19h34;
ings—Republtcan, Savannah, 6a.
'
,
‘It is full of humor, and, as composition, inﬁnitely above seven-eighths of the modern works 0t fictions-DollarNewspaper,
Philadelphiazrl’a. 'TBFLRN'.
i-f'f.‘
“3.x.
,
v9'"
It is from the pen of relative of the ﬁrst of livmg American writers. and not unworthy the pen of the author of the Sketch Book. The author is man of keen percep- .5
tion. and throughout the work never allows the attention of the reader to tie". Such
. 2*?»
as.
N. 'Y.
book~make will not be allowed to remain idle—Golden‘ Rule,
j.
.
J;
,
-- v.5
\m‘
e
rich,
we
ﬁnd
the
of
forgetfulness,
Upon re-perii‘sal, after years
ﬁiihigih'ﬂgnt,
estdes,
Of
the
elder
the
lrviug.,_
plot
racy, and amusing as is to be found in the works
be
increases in Interest as the story progresses: until, like the best works of ﬁction,
,,
‘1: It":
r» is;
comes absorbing.—I)aily Times, Louisville, Ky.
5%}
‘
7"
is an ingeniously-platted. handsomelyexpﬁe
andwell-sustained tale, con-{gig
We can
taining some exquimte passages, and imbued throughout With real feeling.
A5.
say we llke-the-book.-Jl{omin8 Express, Bufalot N- YJ ‘3'
it

4.7
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THE ATTORNEY was ﬁrst published in the KNICRERR"
R‘kiGAzfNE in 1841,
andvm
it
in 1842 was issued in book form in two volumes
The work has been out of print sev-
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H. __G. KNIGHT,

MRs.
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GEORGE

BkH CHEEVER,
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to its columns

'55}? Among the Contributors

.

vi

r

’7‘): :‘4
magi->2?

of the Union; from England, Fra e, Ger
many, Switzerland, Italy, and the Holy Land, contribute to enrich the columns of
THIS JOURNAL.
“5.;
A FUiIL and complete review of the Markets, and Prices Current of ﬂour, produce,
‘ and merchandise
generally, will be published weekly, prepared by an experienced man,
'
expressly for this paper.
.-L
THE VARIOUS talent employed in the everal departments of The Independent;
its stated known and popular contributors; its extensive domestic and foreign corres
pondcnce; its comprehensive summary of religious and general intelligence; together
po
with its great size, and its beautiful mechanical appearance, give to this journal
- sltion almost without competition
in the range of weelgly religious literature.
THE INDEPENDENT being published solely with ﬁle view of advancing the cause
of religious truth, and its proprietors, entirely independent of the paper as means of
support. (being engaged in mercantile business,) they are determined to spare no ex
pense to make
unsurpassed either in variety, richness, or extent of its matter.
OUR SUCCESS the' past year has been gratifying The number of new subscribers
<
-received is as follo w s:
.
recentl
'~
2“.»
N‘
at.»
MayiiOOOOOQOUIIOCIIIO. aI ae I 0 0.0.402 Ju1ylfswi.---:1.eee..a-.---'..t-..684
August, ..... ......’.'.....".‘“.:?..720 .w
June, .........
#3:!
a

‘ﬁ‘.;'7

september,~.-...n-..-..ununu.:n821'
q“,
A}
{:11 11‘,

the exceeding dullness of business during the past season,
1855,'we have added to enlists the names
we have' gained largely. Since January
of over seven thousand new subscribers! and we are now moreasing in " much greater
“a; £11

.0:
w
."I‘
- {a}
~.1'
w
,1".~
."s:
f‘._." ..g.._

‘5‘
.

\.
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.':

By Carrier,

....

.7“;

3*.

annum, in advance.
. ..50 cents additional.

.
>V~15

cl

Orders tor the paper, accompanied by the money. addressed to the publisher, and
SUBSCRIPTIONS can commence with any
prepaid. will be considered at our risk.
.
number of tire paper.
ﬁt!
mi
the work
AGENTS.—Clergymen are authorized Agents, and are solicited to engage
of extending our circulation. For every ﬁve new names they may send, with ten dol
lars, we will forward start/z copy gratis for one year.
ADVERTISEMENTS—A limited number will be taken at Ten CENTS A use ron
Advertisements of ﬁve lines or less will be charged ﬁfty cents. Bu
NACH INSERTXON.
siness Notices will be charged ﬁfteen cents a line for each insertion. Advertisements
from out of town must be accompanied by the money.
Our friends will please send in
their favors before Wednesdays.
,.
.

lief-‘22 Beekman Street, New-York.
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